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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

SHIPPING CHANGES:  Minimum Ship
Charges

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Omar Ferret Presents...

Boston Box Plus
2 Classic Versions Available

Eisenhower Dollar & Half  Dollar
Simply beautiful�in fact the finest Boston Box
we have ever seen in all our years� And we, at
Stevens Magic, have sold a lot of them.

Created by Omar Ferret, the Boston Box
Plus is an exquisitely handmade box, made one
by one from a block of solid brass. Each case is
unique and perfectly balanced. We are proud to
share with you this exclusive gem of coin magic
available only to professionals.

The Boston Box Plus is a revolution in the
world of coin magic, this particular model has
the APPEARANCE of Buddha Okito Box,
but hides a big secret inside�the base is a high-
precision magnetic lid that can be removed for
transforming the instant case a Boston,
exposing Eisenhower/Half Dollar Coin. The
design of this false cover has been carefully
studied so that only the magician can remove
it, and in fact is so easy when you know the
secret that you can do with one hand during
your routine.  Note: Coins are NOT
included.  Limited availability, as each is
made by hand.

Both sizes comes with FREE Ken Brook Series Number 1 � The Magic
Box!  A $15 value FREE!

       Eisenhower Dollar Size...$95
Half  Dollar Size...$85

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=boston&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/boston-box-eisenhower-classic-plus/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/boston-box-kennedy-classic-plus/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Oracle Pad

Imagine what in the past wasn�t
imaginable in the world of magic
and mentalism! Our friends at
Feather Touch Magic in Japan have
provided just that and we are very
excited to be able to offer this
product exclusively in the US!

This apparatus is a way for you to have a
person (or persons) think of any 2,3 or 4
digit number, or a shape (like a circle,
square, triangle or rectangle) or even a
person�s name per chance! You ask that
person(s) to concentrate mentally on their
selected impression. You open up a high-

quality notepad (not something cheap, but made of high quality leather) and you
begin to write�then you close the pad firmly. You then ask the spectator(s) if more
then one was involved in creating a 3-digit number) what their impression was.

They verbalize the number they chose was 2520! A totally impromptu number
thought up either individually or in a group. What happens next is the equivalent
of one of the most powerful effects that demonstrates real psychic powers You
open the note pad, to clearly show the number that is featured on that pad to be
2520!

As an additional �kicker� you tear off that sheet and hand it to the spectator(s) as
a momento to this truly remarkable feature of psychic ability.

What you have is a marriage of an uncanny effect coupled with professional quality
that a top executive would expect in terms of materials and constructions.

IMPORTANT POINTS:

1) No swami gimmick (nothing attached to hand).

2) Never touch the writing surface after predicted
(shut the pad�s cover).

3) Written prediction always face to spectator
after pad�s cover shut.

4) Very fair and clean prediction!
 Great Price...$110

NOTE: Optional Availability:  Refill pad for Oracle Pad is A7 size pad.  The size is
74mm x 105mm.

Refill Kits...$18

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/oracle-pad-2-0-feather-touch-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/oracle-pad-2-0-feather-touch-magic-refill-kit-only/
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Literally Flying Out Of Here!
Rodger Lovins�
What Tha...

Great Ice Breaker!
The magician is seen to reach out into thin
air and with his or her bare hands (even with
short sleeves) and produce a live creature!
Then�just as quick�the performer makes
it vanish! Was it real? Was it just an illusion?
What the... was it! Maybe it was just your
imagination! The reactions you will get are
unbelievable!

We have been working on this design for over
three years. We wanted to come up with
something that would look real, catch people
off guard, yet leave the spectator with a feeling
of wonderment and magic!

I always ask people what they saw. Here are a few answers I have received�Bird,
Mouse, Lizard, Snake, Sugar Glider, Bug, Gerbil, Rat, Hamster, Salamander, Frog
and many more! But, the words I have heard most are �WHAT THA?�

You can now own one of the coolest impromptu effects available today!  This is
excellent for walk around!  Hilarious for close-up!  Guaranteed to get reaction!
You will get screams!  Yes, it is scary but harmless!  The little fellow will stir up
emotions! Comes with one handmade creature and the link to free
online video instructions!

Order Yours Today!          $20

Chazpro�s
Finger Bird

It�s cute! It�s magical! It�s as much a puzzle as a
magic trick. The Finger Bird will sit only on your
finger. It will even hop from one finger to another,
yet when you hand it to a spectator, they cannot
make him sit on their finger. Your little Finger
Bird can also perform as The Amazing Birdini
locating a spectator�s chosen card by leaping up
from the table when the chosen card is reached.
You and your spectator�s will have a lot of fun with
this tiny little Finger Bird!

The bird measures approximately 1-inch
long.  Includes instructions, special bird and extra secret prop.

$22.50

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/what-tha-by-rodger-lovins-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/finger-bird-pk-magic/
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Marc Antoine Presents...
Dark Light IV

After many years and a lot of revisions, we are
excited to be able to offer Dark Light IV as
an exclusive effect thanks to Marc Antonie.
The possibilities are endless with respect to this
powerful utility that has just recently be revised
such that it contains the most updated circuitry
and more powerful illumination.   Even though
it looks like an ordinary light bulb, welcome to
the latest technology available�Dark Light
IV. This product has been upgraded though
the years and the latest model features even
brighter illumiosity and is easy to use! Dark
Light IV is basically a remote controlled light
bulb which is self-contained. However in the

right hands it�s an extremely powerful utility for a variety of different performance
venues not just in the art of magic, but theater as well. A single press on the
remote control will allow you to switch the light on and off, no matter how close or
how far you are from it. You want to make the bulb strobe�this too is NOW
possible with Dark Light IV.

Imagine the possibilities: Paranormal experiments such as Ouija board or spirit
seances, lie detector, pranks for TV or hidden camera shows where the light bulb
only works out of its socket, and so forth.

Additional Information:  New high tech remote control is completely re-worked!
It features activation just by upward movement of you hand or arm.  This means
you can attach this tiny remote inside an arm band and just by moving you hand or
arm�you can make the bulb illuminate! There is no need to push anything�just
an extremely subtle movement of your hand you can make the bulb illuminate!
Bulb constructed of very heavy duty, impact resistant casing and is very strong.
When illuminated it will stay lit on stand setting for seven seconds.

Delay Features: Offers you the opportunity to engage the remote, without the
bulb immediately illuminating. This is perfect when you want to set the bulb down
for a delayed illumination.

The light is exceptionally bright�view the video. You can light the bulb as far as
150 feet, even through the wall.  Dark Light IV features an automatic safety that
allows it to automatically turn off after 12 seconds of use�thus preventing it from
overheating.  Charger for battery included which is so easy, it�s a light socket and
all you have to do is screw the bulb in. Features easy USB charging with a Red
Indicator light at first which changes to green once fully charged. Take about 35-
45 minutes for a full charge.

Efficiency Feature: Goes back to sleep mode automatically after one hour. New
Version IV Remote is 2.25 x 1.25-inches and exceptionally thin.

         New Lower Price, Save $100!          $350

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dark-light-iv-marc-antoine-exclusive-2/
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Bob Solari Magical Miracles

Solari�s Wallet
The magician places a black, leather wallet on the table�
in full view.  He opens the wallet to show a single, FACE
DOWN prediction card.  The wallet is closed.  The magician
hands a spectator a deck of cards and he is instructed to
thoroughly mix the cards and cut the deck.  The magician
marks the cut with the wallet on top of the cut.  The
spectator turns over the top card and then they remove
the single prediction card from the wallet...THEY MATCH!
Easy to do!  You�ll carry this with you�it fits easily in a
shirt pocket.    No forces...No sleights...No angle problems.
The wallet contains only the prediction card.

$12.50

Seller2014

Miser�s Miracle
Performer holds a �stainless steel cup� in one hand and
reaches into the air with the other hand and plucks a half
dollar out of thin air! (You know the routine.) The half
dollar is dropped into the cup and produces an audible
�cling!� This action is repeated many times until the
performer makes another upward motion with the cup
only �this time.� A single JUMBO half dollar coin jumps
out of the cup into the air and the previously produced
half dollars have now changed into the JUMBO half.

Supplied with a stainless steel coin pail, a jumbo half dollar
coin 3-inches diameter and a normal half dollar incorporated into a special gimmick.
The illustrated instruction sheet explains the routine.

          New Version!   $30

Seller2014

Metamorphosis Bills
A $1.00 and $5.00 bill change places under
IMPOSSIBLE CONDITIONS!

Works with new-style bills as well as old-style.  Both bills
can be borrowed.  Both bills can be examined.  No magnets
or wax.  Any denomination bills can be used.  No sleight-
of-hand needed!  The magic happens in the spectator�s
hands.  This trick has been around for years and there
are many variations.  All of them are good, but NONE
were examinable UNTIL NOW!  Metamorphosis Bills
have NO limitations.

Excellent for close-up or walkaround.  Money magic always creates interest!
Everything is supplied.  Easy to do and you just carry it in your pocket!

$13

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/misers-miracle-solari/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/solaris-wallet-bob-solari/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/solaris-metamorphosis-bills/
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Predicting The Outcome

Absolutely Impossible Wallet
Now 2 Versions�Deluxe &

Standard
The performer removes a wallet from his pocket,
showing an envelope with a prediction inside.  A
spectator takes a deck of normal cards and shuffles
them.  The pack is spread across the table, the
spectator pushes one card out of the spread.  The
spectator then takes the envelope and opens it
himself.  Inside is a card and when the pushed out
card is turned over it matches the card found in the
envelope!

Any pack can be used.  No fake envelopes.  No palming or sleight-of-hand.  A
beautiful concept and professionally routined.  Excellent wallet is
supplied with full routine.

Now two versions in leather.  Difference in quality of leather.
See Joe�s Demo on our website and previous
customer comments!  Search Absolutely
Impossible.

Deluxe...$47.50
Standard...$25

ESP Match Board
A fabulous mental effect for all audiences, very well made
�we checked it!  Easy to see and cleverly adapted! Plays
well for parlor or even close-up.  Easy to carry and easy
to perform, yet will astonish your audiences!

A Plexiglas frame, on which 10 cards with different ESP
symbols are placed at random. All cards are removed
and five are handed to a spectator to shuffle and the
mentalist keeps the remaining cards. The mentalist
arranges his/her five cards in one column and asks the
spectator to choose where they have to place their cards.
When the board is turned around the spectator finds that
all the 10 cards have perfectly been matched TWO by
TWO!  A perplexing ending for sure. Impossible but true!

�This has been a favorite of mine for years! I use it in
all of my mentalist shows and always get a good
reaction.� --Joe Stevens

        Back In Stock!    $67.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esp-match-board/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/absolutely-impossible-wallet-ken-brooke/
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Amazing Magic!
Louie Gaynor�s
Rising Pencil

One of the best and most undetectable of
pocket tricks ever invented.

It was a huge feature of many magic depots
in the early 1900�s�Thayer, P&L, Hornmann
and  Felsman.

The performer, after freely showing an ordinary lead
pencil, lays it on the palm of the outstretched hand.
After rubbing the other hand violently on his coat
sleeve, to create electricity by friction, he holds the
fingers of this hand some six-inches above the pencil.
Then the magic begins!  As he slowly raises his

fingers above the pencil and VIOLA, the pencil is seen to rise following the movement
of the other hand!  In this amazing effect, which is performed under the eyes of the
audience.  The pencil is always seen to be controlled by the
performer.  Up and down as many times as you like.

No threads!  No magnets!  No wax!  No hair!
Simple to perform and always ready!

Nothing to setup ahead of time.

Easy to carry around and comes with two pencils.  IMPORTANT:
See our website for a fabulous entertaining 5-minute
performance by Joe Stevens.  We are pleased to being this one back again and
it took us six months to finally find the right pencil for this effect.  Top quality.  Your
audience with love this effect!

$25
Magic Smith�s

The No. 2 Pencil
The No 2 Pencil is a visually striking animation from start
to finish as the �No 2' symbol on a pencil disappears,
reappears and then for a finale slides and stretches. That's
right, it's a real �No 2' stamped on a real pencil that looks
like real magi�really!

The No 2 Pencil has been featured on national TV more
than any other close-up effect. With eight appearances on
the Learning Channel and numerous appearances on the
Disney Channel, the No 2 Pencil is now rumored to have
it's own parking space at Spagos!  It's cute, funny and a

great natural prop to carry around with you. It's always ready to go and resets
instantly. Gregory Wilson helped with the directions and patter�they're hilarious
and packed with more puns than you can shake a thin yellow stick at!

$15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rising-pencil-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/no-2-pencil-chris-smith-magic-smith/
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Brand New�House Of Magic
Buma�s

Raffia Man
Where the magic

happens in the
spectator�s hand!

A pocket-size figure of a
man crafted from Raffia
is introduced and handed
to a spectator allowing
them to place it on an
audience member�s hand
of their choosing.

Laying flat, the Raffia
Man is now felt by the
spectator as well as seen
by all, to be moving on
the spectator�s hand.
Soon he stands totally
upright on his own two
feet and stays there until
he starts to lean back slowly, settling into his original
position.  Suddenly he stands up again and this time
starts to lean forward. He continues to do so until he�s
face down on the spectator�s hand. If desired Raffia
Man can be place on another audience members hand.
Now the real magic is seen! As Raffia Man shows
signs of life, he begins to lean forward and soon
is performing a hand stand upon the spectators
outstretched hand! That�s right, he doesn�t just stand
up, he performs a hand stand. The Raffia man can
then once again be removed from the spectator�s hand
by any audience member.  Remember�everything
happens in the spectator�s hand!

� Uses no needles, invisible loops or invisible thread!
� Everything happens in the spectator�s hand.
� May be instantly repeated.
� Under your complete control at all times.
� Gaff is completely invisible to audience.
� Completely original in design and execution.
�  Hand crafted by Buma in limited numbers.

$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/raffia-man-house-of-magic-buma-jr/
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House Of Magic Exclusives

S-O-S
(Silent, Original, Suspension)

The performer borrows any bill and while
holding the bill at tips of both hands asks a
spectator to pick up a glass full of any liquid
and to place it on one end of the bill.
Viola�the performer lets go of one end
and the glass of liquid is sitting suspended
on top of the bill and no spilling occurs.
Nothing collapses! Nothing falls to the
ground! IMPOSSIBLE, but true.

The glass is removed and the bill is returned
immediately to the spectator.  Easy to master. No sleeve work! No threads, wires,
magnets or mirrors!  No sleights! Nothing to break!  No parts to replace! Always
ready to perform and fits in your pocket.  All items are borrowed and may be
repeated at once.   Excellent impromptu magic.  Hundreds sold! P.S. You can
do the effect with a cell phone as well!

     $48

Air Levitation
Please note each and every one of these is hand-
assembled by Buma. This is not something that
is produced in any quantity or imported. When
watching the video demo�focus on when the
non-levitating bill is passed completely under the
levitating bill�in a side to side motion! That�s
what makes this very special!

What the audience sees:  Two unprepared
bills are borrowed form a spectator. One of the
bills is laid on the magicians� palm. At the
magician�s command, the bill slowly and
mysteriously rise�s above the performers open
outstretched hand.  The second borrowed bill
is now passed from left to right completely under
the levitating bill, allowing for the second
borrowed bill to be seen to completely pass
under the levitating bill, from it�s far left side all
the way to it�s right side with no visible support
of the levitating bill! The second borrowed bill may also be slid completely under
the levitating bill, �front to back� with no visible support of the levitating bill!  The
two borrowed bills are now folded to show they have contained no secret appliance
used to accomplish this eye popping illusion and returned to there owners. The
performers hands are seen to be completely empty!

One Of  Buma�s Best Seller Ever!         $49.50

Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/air-levitation-house-of-magic-buma/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sos-silent-original-suspension-buma-house-of-magic-2/
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House Of Magic Miracles
Buma�s

Triple Haunted
Skeleton Key

A Skeleton Key unlike any other comes to
life in the spectator�s hand!  Its movement
is under your complete control!

Not only will its motion announce its coming
to life, have it answer questions like a
rapping board, lean it against a glass for a
telekinetic timber effect, choreograph its
movement for your own personal
customized routine.

You may also perform the classic haunted
key where the Skeleton Key eerily turns
itself in the palm of your hand, simply
master the balance point of the Skeleton
Key. And yet, at no time before, during or
after the performance, is there ever any

physical connection between the Skeleton key and you the
performer.  Totally examinable at all times.  Impromptu, no set
up, always ready for performance.  Why Triple?

(1) Buma�s stunning hand sculptured anatomical 3D Skeleton Key
for the classic Haunted Key effect.

(2) Buma�s original hand sculptured anatomical Skeleton Key is
secretly gaffed, that�s right covertly embedded in the Skeleton�s
head is a neodymium magnet, specially chosen of its properties
which allow it to be responsive to steel and magnets.

(3) The Buma gimmick, a hand cast pair of connected false fingers
that contains six powerful individually embedded neodymium
magnets, three embedded in each finger, allowing for your
complete covert customized control over the Skeleton Key.

The Buma gimmick will prove to be an outstanding stand alone
prop in your arsenal of covert magic effects,
allow it to work for you by bringing it into
play in your routined presentations that call

for shim coins, PK effects, shim cards, etc., any where you
need covert movement and control of a magnetic reactive
item.  All hand Crafted by BUMA, all original to magic, all
available from Stevens Magic Emporium.

Only A Few Remain....$150

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bumas-triple-haunted-skeleton-key-house-of-magic/
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House Of Magic Exclusive
Buma�s

Clairvoyant
Scarab

Based off a little known
technique previously featured
years ago in a Tenyo effect. If
you ever wanted to fully
maximize PK magic, this is how
it�s done. The result is what I
called, RMC�Remote Magnetic
Control.  I call it control because

we have never seen anything so precise, and additionally we have never seen such
a small PK gimmick that is this powerful.

YOU MUST ACCESS OUR WEBSITE for COMPLETE details and video
demonstrations!  Simply put we can�t do this product justice in the
catalog.

The performer introduces a clear pyramid on a black base accompanied by a
matching case containing a clairvoyant Scarab. The pyramid covered base is placed
on a table, the performer then covers the pyramid with a scarf/handkerchief, the
Scarab is removed from the display case and the performer proceeds to speak to

the Scarab (He is heard instructing the Scarab to
FORETELL THE FUTURE!), he then places the Scarab
inside the covered pyramid, the performer now borrows
four common items from spectators, such as a coin, ring,
key etc., these items are placed around the four sides of
the covered pyramid by the spectators, a spectator is now
asked to freely call out any one of the borrowed items
surrounding the pyramid, once the spectator calls out the
name of that item, the performer uncovers the pyramid

and the Scarab is now seen to be facing exactly toward the spectators called out
item. The Scarab in fact has foretold the future, this can be repeated as many
times as the performer wishes and every time the foretelling by the Scarab will be
correct (with no force).

Remember The Hand of Cleopatra?  This is even better!
�  No other BUMA effect works like this one!
�  Anytime, anywhere introduce Clairvoyant Scarab to your audience.
�  Cover it and watch the Scarab freely answers questions, points out people,

places and objects.
�  No thread, electronics or sleight of hand.
�  No set up for performance.
�  Instantly repeatable and easy to do.

  Great Introductory Price...$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/clairvoyant-scarab-buma-house-of-magic/
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Poker Card Tricks!
Poker Test 2.0

The magician shows five cards which are all
fanned out, the backs are all painted with the
same eclectic blue back pattern, while all the
faces are blank.  The magician closes the fan
and asks a spectator if she can remember what
the bottom �face up� card was they just viewed?
The spectator is naturally puzzled by the
question, as they all were blank faces?  Yet the
magician now shows the bottom card is really
an Ace of Diamonds.  It gets better because not
only did the Ace of Diamonds magically appear
from a previously blank faced card, but now the
magician displays all the backs of the cards!  In

doing so, all the backs have magically changed to familiar RED back Bicycle Poker
Cards! For a powerful finale, the magician reveals the fronts of all the previously
seen blank faced card�and he is left holding a royal flush�the best hand you can
have in poker!  This is a powerful, mulit-sequencial magic effects and even better:

Can be done sleeveless or naked.  Resets in a matter of seconds.  Self contained.
Gimmicks included.  Bonus handling and routine ideas.  Versatile gimmick.  Comes
with everything you need and a DVD.  For More Details�Access Our Website!

NEW Versatile Gimmick Included...$25

Juan Tameriz�s
Royalistic

One of  the best card routines you will
ever do!

You freely display a mediocre Poker hand with
blue (or red) backs. You square the cards,
make a magical gesture (if you like) and
immediately show that the five cards changed
into the best possible Poker hand�A Royal
Flush. For an unbelievable ending you now
turn the cards face down to show that each card has a different back.

Comes complete with all necessary cards (Bicycle Back) and color, photo-illustrated
instructions. Easy to learn.

�Juan Tamariz� Royalistic is one of my favorite routines to perform at casual
gatherings, walk-around, table-hopping, tradeshows and any close-quarters
situations.�  --Meir Yedid

$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-test-2-0-wdvd/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/royalistic-juan-tamariz-bicycle-back/
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Jim Spence Magic Presents...
The Ghost Matchbox

The Ghost Matchbox is DIFFERENT form ALL
others because of the clever gimmick.  It allows the
drawer to slide both IN and OUT of the matchbox,
something that you were unable to achieve with most
of the matchboxes before!  You will now be able to
endyour animated matchbox routine in a way that
both makes sense and is very mystifying.

Try this routine in front of a live audience and you
willbe amazed at the response it will receive.  Used
for professionals for years.  Simple to perform.  Easy
to carry.  Superb for table-hoppng, close-up and walk-
around.  Detailed illustrated instructions.  PLUS it comes with John Calvert�s
handling!  If it is good enough for John, it will sure be good enough
for YOU!  Don�t miss this one!

A Classic Revisited!   $12.50

John Kennedy�s
Stir Fry

New & improved! Toss a coin into a
cup, stir and then �fry� your audience
when the coin penetrates the bottom
of the cup! Stir Fry works with any
coin and non-transparent cup. You can

use ceramic cups, plastic cups, even paper cups such as Starbucks® and other
brands!

The secret is the special pen. It looks and writes like an ordinary Paper Mate stick
pen, but contains a precision stainless steel gimmick that does all of the �dirty
work� for you. The gimmick is built to last a lifetime. When the pen runs out
of ink you just replace the cartridge with a common and inexpensive Paper Mate
ink cartridge.

For those of you familiar with John Kennedy�s original �Stir Fry� that used a small
magic wand, here are the main improvements:  The pen is a more natural
object and can be carried and used as an ordinary writing instrument.  Unlike the
wand, the new gimmick allows you to leave the pen on the table while you handle
the cup and coin. This allows for a more convincing �hands free� performance.
There�s no danger of �flashing� the tip of the gimmick because the pen looks
normal before, during and after your performance.

John will teach you his favorite routine on YouTube video, including the jaw-dropping
sequence where the coin penetrates the cup and drops into a spectator�s hand!

$39.50

Truly Revolutionary!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/stir-fry-john-kenney/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghost-matchbox/
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See It To Believe It!
Invisible Ice Cubes
Great for close-up or parlor!

Imagine, if you can, a bowl of regular water with
nothing in it.  Performer reaches in and produces
a handful of large ice cubes!  You have to see it to
believe it!  I did and was shocked.

My wife, Martha, looked at me as though I was
crazy when I asked her to reach into the bowl
and hand me some ice cube!  She said, �There
were NO ice cubes in the bowl!�  I said, �Just
reach in and hand me some.�  She did and
laughed out loud in disbelief as she came
out with a handful of ice!

Invisible Ice Cubes are reusable!  You just
cannot see them in the water.  You receive plenty
of the secret ingredient to make a very generous
number of the Invisible Ice Cubes!  It is a
stronger impact if you use a glass bowl so

spectators can see from a distance that there are NO ice cubes in the bowl.  The ice
cubes are the large size cubes (not little ones).  No, the  magical ice cubes are not
eatable! They are for professional entertainment only!  This item is considered an
accessory like, silks, sponge balls, mouth coils, flash paper, etc (all available at
Stevens Magic).    A lot of fun for a small price!

�I have never seen anything like this!� --Joe Stevens

A Great Magic Novelty!  $27.50

The Magic Sword
So popular in the 40s & 50s!

Remember this one!  First introduced back
in those days as El Torro.  It has come back
now as �Magic Sword�.  This is a fabulous
penetration effect that serves double duty as a great
conversation piece! Attached to the outside unit is
a metal clip that holds a small chain. At the end of
the chain is a solid metal key. This key is inserted
deep into a hole on the cover, and the tip can be
seen sticking out of the back side blocking the sword�s ability to pass through it.
But this is a magical sword. You push the lever and can visually see the sword
actually penetrate the key! Yet, when the key is removed it is still intact.
Great visual magic�the sword penetrates the key again and again but the key
remains solid! What a fabulous puzzle and piece of pocket magic that is fun anytime!

�Ya gotta love this one!�

Available Again...$6

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/invisible-ice-cubes/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-magic-sword/
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Silks And More Silks
Jeff  McBride Presents...

BEKOS
(Best Ever Knots Off  Silk)

You take a silk and tie a knot in it� then
slide the knot off the silk. This can be
repeated again and again! At the end the
silk is shown to have 3 large holes in it!
Surefire laughs! You can even have an
audience member help tie the knot and even
slide it off the silk.

This effect comes with very detailed printed
instructional as well as a private link video that will teach you the finer points as only
Jeff can do � and do so well.  Jeff incorporates various approaches and teaches the
effect is at a very good pace.  Add it all together and you have the finest quality
version of this effect ever produced on all fronts.

Features access to a video instructional where Jeff does a Super Job in
teaching this effect in incredible detail.  In fact you can even have a
spectator tie the knot on the silk!

$40

Seller2014

Tamariz
Card Silks

To watch Juan Tamariz perform his card silk
routine is to watch pure magic. Now, you can
do it yourself.

The blank silk is folded and tied with a
rubberband. A card is selected by a spectator.
A magic pass is made over the blank silk and
the rubberband is removed from it. Voila! The
chosen card is now printed on the silk! Can be
done anywhere�close-up, platform or stage.

Comes complete with two 18-inch pure-silk silks
and DVD of Juan�s performance and complete
explanation.

Available Again...$37.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bekos-best-ever-knots-off-silk-red-mcbride/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tamariz-card-silks/
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Notorious Roscoe
Presents...Shells!

EYE-Gore
�Sure-Grip� Skulls for the three-
shell game.  Big, gruesome and
nimble.  The perfect peas are his comically dead eyeballs
and his nose-ramped oral cavity serves as a display
chamber for an �accidental� hands-off sucker flash.

Chanin dip, notch, nose ramp, hemispherical  sure-grip
geometry and two white perfect peas for your best-ever
shell game�with SKULLS!  High-density synthetic resin

for a great, hefty feel and a durable lifetime of use.  Plush drawstring carry bag and
instructions for your first routine included.

$68
Marie Antoinette

Notorious Roscoe�s �Sure-Grip� Skulls for the three-shell
game.  Mystical, mysterious and morbid.  Raised designs all
around for dramatic effect and even more secure grasp.
These are a dramatic and easy-to-carry  act in  your pocket.
Chanin dip, notch, nose ramp, hemispherical  sure-grip
geometry and two white perfect peas for your best-ever
shell game�with SKULLS!  High-density synthetic resin
for a great, hefty feel and a durable lifetime of use.  Plush
drawstring carry bag and instructions for your first routine included.

$63
The Beast

Just when you thought it was safe to play
the 3-Shell Game Again�The Beast
Arrives!

Split whole and complete by lightning from the
heart of a Louisiana Shagbark Hickory tree.
Soaked in buzzard�s blood and blasted with the
ashes from a hanged man�s pyre. Clutching them

in your trembling fists, you waited in a cemetery at a crossroads. HE appeared at
midnight in a thunderstorm. HE squeezed your fist until it bled one fiery drop,
which HE transformed into an Evil Eye. To learn this game, you sold your soul to
. . . well you know. This innovative design enables a brand new acquitment:
ROCK�N�ROLL with THE BEAST!   High-density synthetic resin for a great,
hefty feel and a durable lifetime of use. Wooden coffin, plush drawstring carry bag,
and video instructions for your first routine included.

$70

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-beast-roscoe/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marie-antionette-skeleton-shells-by-roscoe-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/eye-gore-skeleton-shells-by-roscoe/
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Simple To Perform
The Chicken

Sandwich
Hungry for a great comedy prop?!  Bite into
some fun with this gag. David is now offering
one of the funniest sight gags ever created.
The Chicken Sandwich is brought to the
forefront of comedy again after many years.
Children as well as adults will be amused by this well
timed pun. In the past, these were made entirely from
flimsy �felt� material. This Chicken Sandwich is all
hand cut, sanded, painted and assembled in wood one
by one. Built to last a lifetime. Incredible quality!

Can be viewed from all angles as front and back are
both painted to represent a �chicken�. Priced way too
low for the amount of workmanship involved. Easy to
use, Just lift top up and down to open and close.  Get
yours now. Don�t be �chicken� to try it. These
won�t last long as they are individually
handmade.

$35

Seller2014

Alan Wong�s
Crystal Squeaky Salt Shaker
Manufactured by Alan Wong! With respect to
Tommy Wonder.  Tommy Wonder used his squeaky
salt shaker in his Déjà Reverse routine.  In fact it is as
close to the style and model as the one featured on
his famous L&L Video series. It�s a fantastic comedy
utility which can be used for misdirection (or direction
depending on your point of view), and also for cover
as you ditch palmed objects. Even better you don�t
have to worry about filling it with salt or salt falling
out�because it�s carefully painted on the inside.

Perfect for those aficionados of style and grace which unquestionably included
Tommy Wonder, or if you are just looking for a great little comedy prop that will
add exponential laughs and empowerment to your routines�here is a chance to
score a utility item that will make that happen. At a great price!

After all what is food without seasoning? The same is so true with magic, what is
an effect without presentation, without comedy, without�seasoning? Due to it�s
optical see through style, it�s the most unlikely suspect to house a squeaker in
comparison to other such comedy utilites on the market.

$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-chicken-sandwich-david-martinez/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/crystal-squeaky-salk-shaker/
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Exclusive To Stevens Magic

Esoteric Kennedy
Available Again!!

This visual illusion is a great crowd stopper
and attention getter.  Produced by master
craftsman, Steve Spencer.

The performer shows an ordinary half dollar
and places it on a playing card.  Unbelievably, the coin begins to move by itself.  It
rises up from the card and stands on its edge.  It twists and turns before returning to
its original position on the card.  They won�t believe this one!  Carry it in your
pocket all the time and be ready to blow them away!  No threads or magnets!
Manufactured by Stevens Magic.

$30

Spinning Stacked
Half  Dollars

By permission of Domenico Dante�
Progetta Magia

Spinning Stacked Half Dollar�No Threads!
No Magnets! Real Coins! Totally Angle Proof!
Perfect for Walk-Around or Street Magic.
Exceptionally Visual. Amazingly Clean. No Sleight
of Hand! Can Be Repeated In Seconds. Coins
Can Be Shown Front and Back. Real US
Currency Kennedy Half Dollars. Previous versions
of this effect have been available in the past�but
in �very limited� supply�or good reason!  Each
one of these effects must be hand crafted! No
Machine can manufacture this coin.  Yet each set
is precision made.

Performer attempts an unreal effect by taking two half dollar Kennedy coins and
attempts to stand one on top of the other until it is actually �balanced� on top of the
other coin.  After a little effort in fact this impossible feat happens but what happens
next takes this effect exponentially in a different direction.  The magician, can actually
flick the top coin that is balancing on top of the lower one and in doing so the coin
visually spins in a circular motion�without falling off the coin.  Just as the magic
happens all of a sudden the top coin looses it�s grip and falls on the table or floor, the
entire time the lower coin is in full view.  A true levitation if there ever was one.

Stevens Magic Emporium had master craftsman�Steve Spencer create
only 150 of these coins�a process that literally took him over one year. This is an
effect we last sold in 1980!   When you see the coin you will understand the
complexities with respect to being able to create this illusion.

$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spinning-stacked-half-dollars-sme/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esoteric-kennedy-exclusive/
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Magical Money
The Famous Hook Coin

An oldie from the past is still golden!  Easy to carry!
Easy to perform!  A simple half dollar vanishes�
reappears, in many different ways and ends up on the
spectator�s jacket/sweater!

You don�t have to be a coin worker to enjoy and perform
with the Hook Coin.  It does the work for you.  You are
always ready to perform with the Hook Coin.  The
Hook Coin is like no other coin effect on the market.
It is not a folding half!  It is not a magnetic coin!  It is not
two-sided.  It doesn�t use a pull.

Some of you reading this ad copy may have never seen a Hook Coin as it hasn�t
been talked about too much in recent years.  I can assure you that with the Hook
Coin you can do miracles for close-up or impromptu magic at an instant anywhere!
Comes complete with the instruction book, history, routines and also DVD of Bill
Spooner�s special routine.

�No one does the �Hook Coin� better than Bill Spooner!  His routine is Beautiful
as he is a master with the �Hook Coin�!�  --Del Ray

     $22.50

Seller2014

Bill Pryor�s
Impossible Dream

This is the perfect money effect to carry
in your pocket. It�s outstanding and we
already know everyone loves money.
Even better it�s easy to perform and gets
a great reaction.  When you consider
the price, take into consideration that
it takes $9.00 just in bills to create this
special effect and it comes completely
ready for you to perform.

A $2.00 bill changes into TWO $1.00
which all changes into a $5.00 bill! All
of this happens in a twinkle of the eyes!
It happens directly under the noses of
the spectators!

Natural moves!  Nothing suspicious!  No
difficult sleights!  Grabs instant
attention!  The perfect effect for trade
show workers!  Carry in your pocket!
Comes ready to perform.

$30

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hook-coin-bill-spooner/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/impossible-dream/
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Great For Comedy Shows

Giant 3 1/2 Clubs
The magician brings out this giant card and is
holding it with the back to the audience and says
that he'll find a card equivalent to one half of a
card selected by the spectator. But since the
spectator selected the 7 of Clubs, this feat proves
difficult. Until the magician turns card and it is
the 3 1/2 of Clubs! A simple force of a 7 of
Clubs from a regular deck will get you there...

We supply the specially printed card (no
instructions).  Approximately 9 x 14-inches
(approximately 23cm x 35.5cm).

Perfect Gag Card!   $10

Instant Art
One of the best tricks ever produced by
Supreme Magic. And, one of the best kids'
routines ever! In these days of instant
everything, from coffee to communication,
why not Instant Art?

Explain that you sent away for the Instant
Art Do It Yourself Art Course. And,
here's what you got:  A Giant Envelope with
a cutout in front, so you can see what's inside.
The envelope is brightly silk screened.  A big,
11x15-inch black and white drawing, done
on heavy card stock.  A multi-color silk
streamer.

Here's what happens: Place the drawing
in the envelope. It remains in full view, thanks
to the cutout in the envelope.  Explain that
you will use the silk streamer to color the
drawing! Wave the streamer in the air and it
changes to solid black!! The colors are all
gone!   When you remove the drawing from
the envelope, it has become completely

colored!  A real splash of colors!  Instant Art is a great routine for kid�s shows,
adult shows�all shows!

Beautifully printed. Complete with silk streamer.  Please Note:  This is not the
Supreme Magic version but a later production.

 $60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/instant-art/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/giant-3-12-clubs/
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Magic Smith Presents...

Flash Tray
Mentalism�s Hottest Weapon
Flash Tray allows you to introduce the
most dramatic element, FIRE, in an
ingenious, motivated way. Items placed
inside of it inexplicably burst into flames
at your command.

Flash Tray is designed to look like an
ordinary ashtray�its small, empty and completely natural looking. Spectators can
handle it and they won�t discover its diabolical hi-tech secret. Yet it�s so simple to
control, you can concentrate entirely on your presentation.

Flash Tray offers you an array of possibilities. Included are six scripted routines
from the brilliant mind of Christopher Rose, along with 12 other routines.

Flash Tray can be performed close-up and surrounded. It works on any surface
and can even be held by the spectator during performance. Custom designed from
the ground up�its designed for years of service.  Examinable.  Remote Control.
Rechargeable.  Flash Paper Included.  Eighteen Routines included.

$130

Seller2014

Double Cross
Ask a spectator to hold out their hand
and make a closed fist. Pull out a marker
and draw an �X� on the center of your
palm and close it into a fist. Now without
any rubbing, erasing or funny business,
you slowly open your hand and reveal
your X is COMPLETELY GONE. Now
ask the spectator to open their hand�
THE X IS ON THEIR PALM!

Ask them to try to rub away the X�they can�t! It�s Sharpie ink! Tell them not to
worry though�it�s safe and nontoxic and can be washed away easily with soap
and water. The secret behind Double Cross is diabolically clever, and perhaps
more importantly, practical. It�s always inked and ready to go. There is nothing
you need to make or prepare beforehand�just throw the pen in your pocket and
you can perform it all night long.

Because there�s no difficult sleights, you�ll sail through the routine. You�re so far
ahead the spectators will never remember you coming near them or even touching
them. The result is a unique magic effect that�s self-contained, has NO reset and
can be performed surrounded. Its a table hopper�s dream.

Comes complete with fabricated Double Cross Sharpie pen, accessories and
complete downloadable instructions.

$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/double-cross-magic-smith/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flash-tray-magic-smith/
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives...

Award-Winning...Ultissimo
This effect represents the last word in mentalism!  It is simplicity at its best.  Two
volunteers are handed blank-face cards and told to merely think of a card when
they stare at the blank-face cards! No one but them knows the cards they are
thinking of.  Mentalist takes two more blank-face cards and after concentrating,
writes on the back side (with a Sharpie) two cards that he is thinking of!  He places
these two predictions in the stand, back side to the audience.  He then takes up
the deck of cards and asks which cards they were thinking of and then pulls out
these exact cards and places them in the stand with the faces showing.  The
magician now revolves the stand to REVEAL that his predictions written
impossibly match the freely selected spectators cards!  Comes complete
with stand, cards, Sharpie and detailed instructions. Everything can be examined.

With Permission From Owen�s Magic...$150

Dr. Jak�s
Prediction Impossible

With Embellishments From Ted Lesley
Read this miracle very carefully... A spectator
places a regular-size deck of cards in their
pocket for a prediction.  The performer then
gives the spectator a Jumbo deck to shuffle
and mix.  He is then instructed to turn the deck
face down and remove any Five cards, without
looking at their face and place them on the
stand�backs toward the audience.  The
performer takes a black marker and draws a
dot in the middle of the board above the cards
and asks the spectator to draw a line from the
dot to any one of the Five cards.  The
performer then takes the small deck from the
spectator and reveals One card reversed in the
deck.  He then proceeds to turn over the

marked selected Jumbo card and guess what�both cards Match!  The
remaining Jumbo cards are then shown all to be different!  Packs flat, plays
big!  Comes complete with all you need�Dry Erase Foldable Stand, Cards, Black
Dry Erase Marker, Routine and custom-cloth carrying bag.

$165

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultissimo-exclusive-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dr-jaks-prediction-impossible-gaynor/
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives
Olde English
Wrist Stocks

Now You Can Be A Houdini!
People still like escape effects!  You have one
here that is quick and easy to perform!   A
fast and sensational escape illusion!  Great
for stage or parlor!

Here�s how it goes... Performer asks for
assistance of one or two spectators.  The
stocks are examined and a colorful story is
told about these inescapable restraints.  (Even
Houdini had trouble escaping from these

simple stocks?)  Placed on a spectator, there is no way they can get out of them,
without the simple secret!  Then the performer is locked into the ominous looking
stocks.  The un-gaffed antique looking four lever English padlocks are placed and
closed on the performer�s wrists!  The artist�s confined arms are now hidden from
view for just a moment by either a screen or even a 36-inch silk and the performer
walks free displaying the still locked restraints in his hands!

Built by master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, this clever ideas was gleaned from a set
of Thayer �Stocks of Solomon� made years ago, and is a limited edition sure
to please any audience.  Built from textured lightweight Redwood. Sturdy and built
to last.  No reset, always ready to go.

$160

Ballot Box Mystery
Another Magical Mystery

Sweet and simple... Three different colored balls
are shown.  A spectator is asked to place one of
them into the small ballot box which the performer
holds behind his back.  Then the spectator is asked
to concentrate on the color of their choice (after
concealing the other two balls).  Both box and balls
may be examined at any time, yet the performer
is always able to call the color of any ball
placed into the Ballot Box.

Masterfully recreated for those with a love for apparatus and an affinity for Thayer.
Imagine this beautiful piece, (a Thayer/Owens original) resting on your shelf at
home.  This piece has been painstakingly recreated by Louie Gaynor
under the authorization and permission from Owens Magic
Supreme.  Can be done blindfolded.  Self-working, instantly repeatable and
exceptionally deceptive.

Special thanks to Alan Zagorsky     $195

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ballot-box-thayerowens-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/olde-english-wrist-stocks-gaynor/
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Viking Magic Revisited
Psy Key

You are presented with one of the most
unusual psychic effects ever to be offered to
the Magic fraternity. Its origin dates back to
the late �50�s or early 60�s; (its exact origin
is not known to this writer, although we
believe that Anverdi may have been the
inventor).  This key is Viking�s deluxe version
of this mysterious key. In all modesty we feel
we have eliminated a number of the
drawbacks associated with all the previous
keys, namely excessive noise, unwanted
movement, and difficulty in setting and
accessibility to the interior workings as well

as eliminating the rusting factor. All of these improvements will prevent time from
relegating this masterpiece to the bottom of some obscure receptacle.

An antique brass key is displayed and an unusual tale unfolds. The key is shown to
be of normal manufacture in that the bit and bow are made parallel to each other.
This enables one to insert the key in the key-way of a door lock correctly, even in
the dark. But� as the bizarre story unfolds, the key begins to react in a mysterious
manner, until the conclusion of the tale reveals that the key has somehow become
misshapen.

Only one key is used. Nothing is added or removed. This is completely self-contained.
Comes complete with custom wooden case (aged coffin-like box with velvet lining),
cloth pouch and detailed instructions, complete with ghastly patter.  Made from
solid brass, will not rust as will the steel keys being imported from Europe.

Limited Available...$325
Al Baker�s

Diminishing Cards
The finest ever made!  Used by leading
Pro�s worldwide! Always entertaining!

Parlor or Stage... the performer begins to
shrink a fan of cards!  Just a sleight squeezing
motion and �Voila!�, the cards have
diminished by 25%!  This is repeated four
times until the performer is holding a small
fan of cards, a mere 1/4-inch in size!  Finally,
they vanish complete!

Handmade card should last a lifetime with
care.  Self contained.  Easy to do.  Each fan is a full fan of cards.  Always gets
applause! Easy to follow instructions.

$49

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/diminishing-cards-al-baker/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psy-key/#prettyPhoto
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Liquid Magic

Zacchini�s
Crystal Cut Milk Pitcher

One of the best on the market.  Large enough
to see from the stage!

A classic magic prop with hundreds of applications
for highly visual and entertaining effects.  A full
pitcher of milk (or other colored
liquid) is shown and then poured into
a container where it vanishes!  Pour
into a bucket then toss the bucket
toward the audience showering them
with confetti.  Pour into a folded
newspaper, which is then unfolded
dry and unharmed.  Pour into a cone
and dump out flowers.  This big 9-
inch tall pitcher is beautifully made
and looks like cut glass, but is really
durable clear plastic.

Highly Recommended...$45

Truly a professional
prop!

Herbert Von Der Linden�s
Milk Wonder

Perfect
Here it is, Milk Wonder Perfect, the best
milk glass ever! Works automatically and once

assembled is always ready. The
glass is made from high quality
plastic, has a height of 6 inches
and top diameter of 3.5 inches.
Visible on the main stage.

You show the large glass filled with
milk. Pour some of the milk into a
bag or in a fist. Next, the milk
disappears without a trace, but
could reappear in the glass again.
Includes: glass, syringe to fill up
cup, sealant tape, a FREE bottle
of Miracle Milk and
instructions.  So everything
is in the box upon arrival
thanks to Stevens Magic!

 $50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/milk-wonder-perfect-by-herbert-von-der-linden-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/crystal-cut-milk-pitcher/
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Showbiz Winners...
Jörg Alexander�s
Sympathetic 10

Available In 2 Colors!
The trick that professionals have cherished for
over 20 years can finally be yours!

A streamlined and entertaining twist on Nate
Leipzig�s favorite effect Sympathetic 13 (also
sold in this catalog!) Super strong for parlor or
stage. Easy to perform. Totally astounding.

This is Jörg Alexander�s pet routine, finally
published on DVD, with all necessary gimmicks!

All you need are two wine glasses and a silk comes with everything else to perform
these wonderful effect. This is one people will talk about!

Please specify color preference when ordering�RED or BLUE.

NOTE:  We will try to accommodate your wishes as to color, but if we are out of
a particular color we will send what is available.

          Over 100 Sold Since January!          Red Or Blue...$49

Auke Van Dokkum�s
Whitewash

An impressive visual effect that we have
seen Auke perform many times in our
booth�which always gets a big reaction!

Spectator is asked to mentally choose a
random playing card from a fanned deck.
The magician explains he will find the
spectator�s card from a new deck using a
few narrowing questions. With the cards
facing the magician, the questions begin.
�Is your card a red card or a black card?�
Discarding what seems to be the non-chosen color, the magician continues, �Was
your card a Heart or Diamond?� (or Spade or Club?) After a few more questions,
and discarding the cards not chosen, the magician reveals the remaining card to be
the one thought of by the spectator. This appears to be a VERY lame trick, relying
on specific �fishing� questions. Now for the Kicker!! The magician turns over all
the discarded cards... They are ALL BLANK!! The spectator�s card is the only one
with a printed face!

Easy to perform!  Super fast reset!  No sleights needed!  Easy to follow Instructions!
Comes with red Phoenix Decks.

$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sympathetic-10-jorg-alexander-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/whitewash-auke-van-dokkum/
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Victorian
Add A Number Pad

A sealed envelope which contains a
prediction is sitting in plain sight. You then
pull out a small writing pad and ask a
spectator to jot down a three-digit number.
He then gives the pad to someone else who,
in turn, writes down a three-digit number.
After a third person from the audience has
done this, you take the pad and pass it on
to a fourth person on the other side of the
room. You ask him to add up the three sets
of numbers that were chosen at random. To the astonishment of your audience the
sum of those three sets of numbers is equal to the number that you predicted,
written on a piece of paper sealed in the envelope in full view all the time.

This ingenious prop is entirely made from scratch, this is not a modified desk pad.
The Victorian Add A Number is made from Solid walnut, hand-polished chrome
and pewter with stainless steel ball chain.  This wonderful utility prop looks like
something you would see on a Doctor or lawyers desk but it's specially made to
switch numbers, letters words, etc. Completely self-working.

$165

Chinese Rice Box
Introducing a very special type of Lippincott Box
made entirely from Walnut with custom Maple and
Mahogany wrap around inlay and Maple Burl inside
the lid.

A borrowed ring is found buried deep inside the rice.
The performer places a wine glass on the table and
borrows a finger ring from any spectator. The ring is
placed in the folds of a handkerchief and given to
the spectator to hold over the mouth of the wine
glass. He can actually feel the ring through the

handkerchief The performer presents a small locked wooden box and sets it in full
view of the audience. The spectator is asked to drop the ring into the glass. The
spectator lets go of the ring and it is apparently heard as it clinks into the glass.
The performer immediately whisks away the handkerchief from the glass and it
has vanished! The spectator is then handed a key, and opens the box himself. Rice
overflows from the box as it is opened, as he pours the rice out he discovers his
ring inside! The beautifully hand-crafted walnut box (approximately 2.25-inches
square) with inlay hides the secret even upon close inspection from magicians.
The rice completely fills the box and overflows as it is opened. Burlap bag with
hand painted �Good Luck� symbol is also included. Item is hand cast with polished
pewter feet.

$159

Powell Magic Presents...

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinese-rice-box-dave-powell/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/add-a-number-victorian-dave-powell/
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Big & Small, Quality Gimmicks
Viktor Voitko�s

Production Table Set V.2
One of the best effects in Magic continues to be and
always will be SANDS OF THE DESSERT.   Never
before has there been a stronger way to introduce this
classic effect until now. The magic happens before the
effect even begins, thus already building an amazing
visual illusion at the very start.  Once that momentum
has been earned, and it surely will when you have this
table�you can continue to perform the classic effect�
the end result is something truly original in regard to
the total performance.  The four objects appear on an
absolutely empty table and you are ready to perform
magic.

The Production Table Set V.2 Deluxe Edition
includes: The table, three special glasses, vase, two shawls and the downloading
video instruction.  The Deluxe Edition also includes the professional
protective bag for shipping, this is the only version we sell as we want
to do everything we can to insure safer shipping.  The table is made of the
polished aluminum with brass connectors.  The table�s legs are untwisted to 5
parts and have brass connectors.  No electronics.  Very easy to use.  Height of a
table is 90 cm.  The size of a table-top is 21-inches by 17-inches or 52cm x 42cm.
The weight with a bag is about 17 lbs, or 7.5 kg.  Please allow 4 to 6 weeks
for delivery of this item.

$843

Piatt�s Swamis
Boon Writers

A wonderful NEW SWAMI for excellent mentalism
workers and magicians!  Reliable.  Easy to use.
Clever and handmade.  Made for professionals by
a professional.

This fine piece is 5/8-inch diameter and its outer
edge has been slightly rolled.  First one of its kind
ever made in the world of magic.  Each comes with
its own container.  Comes complete with the �sticky
stuff� (transfer adhesive).

No need to tell those of you what these are used
for, you are well aware of its power.  There will not be any instructions with
these professional gimmicks.  Kit includes two Swamis and plenty of adhesive.

       Set Of 2...$45

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-production-table-v-2-deluxe/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/39378/
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Michael Baker�s Latest Miracle
Exclusively For Stevens Magic...

Albenice Card Rise
Revisited

Quite possibly one of the finest card rises ever created!  No electronics!  No forcing!
Spectators freely select the cards.  Very entertaining with great audience
participation.  The action of swinging the houlette does all the work!  The effect is
excellent for stage or parlor performances.

Up to three cards (poker sized) are selected by
members of the audience, replaced into the
deck and shuffled.  The deck is then placed
into an ornate houlette.  Attached to the
houlette are two long ribbons.  The magician
holds one, while a spectator (or assistant) holds
the other.  They begin to gently sway the
houlette back and forth�like a swing.  As this
happens, the chosen cards slowly and
mysteriously rise�one at a time�from the
houlette.

This is probably the finest version
of this effect ever offered.  The
lyre-shaped houlette is hand-
crafted by Michael Baker from
solid mahogany and solid brass.
Its elegant Victorian style is
perfect for the most discerning
performer.  The entire piece of
apparatus has a very regal feel
and appearance.

The King Blue satin ribbons are specially �creped� to give them a wavy texture.
The ribbons taper at the ends and are adorned with decorative beads and hand-
tied gold lame tassels.

NOTE:  The photo above does not accurately show how far the distance can be
between the houlette and persons holding the ribbons.  Maximum distance is 12
feet, with each ribbon 6 feet long.

You will truly enjoy performing this excellent, professional effect.  Limited
quantities, so FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!

$250

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/albenice-card-rise-revisited-michael-baker/
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Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME61515)SME61515)SME61515)SME61515)SME61515)

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires June 15, 2015

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: SME61515Coupon Code: SME61515Coupon Code: SME61515Coupon Code: SME61515Coupon Code: SME61515

We Are Pleased,
That You Are Pleased!

Customer Comments!Customer Comments!Customer Comments!Customer Comments!Customer Comments!
We here, at Stevens Magic, like to share some of  the

wonderful comments we get from our customers!

�Hello! My Darwin�s Coin Bucket arrived this morning safe & sound
without so much as a tiny dent.  Thank you for doing a good job on
packing and for your speedy service.  I appreciate the excellent price on
it as well.  I dropped in an Eisenhower dollar... as advertised it is loud
isn�t it!�  -- Carroll Hoveland

�I just received my Magic Wagon, Mini Pool Ball Prediction... All I can
say is WOW!  The quality is fantastic, and has to be one of the best
effect�s they have produced. I own a number of them...this is now my
favorite. The condition is like brand new.....I am a very happy camper.�
--Craig Fennessy
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Jim Spence Magic...

Card Control Gimmick
The gimmick can be moved up, down and sideways
(like spreading the cards).  It enables a card worker
to control any card and allows the performer to steal
the card whenever he/she wants. Lots of detailed
work in the making.  Many ideas and routines
are possible with this gimmick, see website
for more details!

       $15

Ultra Princess Card Trick
Available In Poker & Jumbo

This classic is re-done with a �kicker�!  The
magician displays five court cards.  The spectator
mentally selects one of the cards, and does not tell the
magician.  Magician then looks at the faces of the cards
and fans the packet out again and asks the spectator what
was the mentally selected card?  Their mentally selected
card has turned into a blank card!  Wow!  Poker-size are
perfect for carrying in your wallet!  Jumbo-size is excellent
for small groups.  The Princess Card Effect has been around for over 60 years and IF
you don�t have a set, you�ve missed a great effect!  Even if you have a set�you will
want this new, improved version!

       Jumbo Version...$15     Poker Version...$10

The Amazing Sneaky Snake
A comedy children�s effect using using jumbo animal

cards that children recognize!  Brightly colored jumbo
cards showing many different type animals!

Magi counts cards from top to bottom till helper says
�Stop�.  Selected card is shown to audience and helper,
but NOT the Magi! Card is placed in an envelope and

given to helper to hold. Magi takes a duplicate set of jumbo
animal cards and shows them one at a time to the audience, but

NOT the helper!  All of these cards are the SAME! (Presumable what the helper
selected?)  Magi selects one card and places it aside!  Helper is now asked to
announce the card they have selected at the same time. Upon doing so, the cards
they have said are NOT the same? Now Magi asks the helper to remove the card
from the envelope revealing that the card matches the Magi�s selected card which
makes the prediction correct!! This is a marvelous jumbo card effect that plays BIG
and allows good showmanship and can run up to five minutes of fun and mystery.
Do NOT allow the above ad copy to be confusing to you!  This effect has comedy,
mystery and fun for your children�s shows at a tremendous price!

$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-amazing-sneaky-snake/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=ultra+princess+card+trick&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultra-princess-card-trick-standard/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultra-princess-card-trick-jumbo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-card-control-gimmick-jim-spence/
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Mental Predictions

John Cornelius�
Thought Transmitter

Pro
The Thought Transmitter Pro is unique
because it does virtually what no other �Peek�
wallet in the world does. A spectator writes
down a word, a card, or draws something on
the back of his business card. The card is
then placed between two opaque cards in an
opaque wallet . There is no way to see inside of the wallet. In fact if you wanted to,
you could put rubber bands around the wallet, and drop it in a clear zip lock bag to
prevent manipulation. Wallet can be freely handled.  Now at any time, without
opening the wallet, the magician is able to divine in an instant, the written thought.
With the new Thought Transmitter Pro you are able to carry credit cards, drivers
license, money etc. inside the wallet, and you can replace any necessary items
when required.

Available Again...$40

T.U.R.N.
Ultimate Random Number

You display a 4-digit Master® adjustable
combination lock that has 10,000
possible sequences, set the lock to a
number that only you know and then mix
up the dials. A spectator inputs as many
combinations as they�d like�proving that
the lock really is LOCKED, and that not
just any 4 numbers will open it. The
spectator chooses 4 random audience
members, who each call out ANY
number between 0 and 9. There are no
forces or influencing of any sort, and
during this time, the spectator has been

holding the lock on stage while he/she dials in the 4 numbers that are announced.
Then to everyone�s complete astonishment, the spectator pulls on the shackle and
the lock opens with a resounding �click�, an amazing climax that will leave your
audience stunned!

Absolutely no confederates or pre-show work.  No magnets, no threads, no peeks,
no electronics, no remote control, no buttons, no gravity switch, no timers.  Reset
is literally instantaneous, and can be done in full view of the audience.  Completely
mechanical and built to last a lifetime.  Comes complete with specially custom-
prepared lock, instructional DVD and tons of bonus routines.

$195
Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/turn-the-ultimate-random-number/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/thought-transmitter-pro-by-john-cornelius/
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Jim Kleefeld Winners!

Classic Film Vérité
Have your audience pass around a set of cards with
32 different classic film posters. The set includes all-
time �most popular� films like Gone With the
Wind, The Godfather, Star Wars, The Wizard
of Oz and Pulp Fiction. Each card has a film
poster on the front and a list of films from the set on
the back.You have no idea who has which film poster. Have anyone choose one and
think about the title. They read the names of the films from their card, and you tell
them exactly which film they are thinking of. In addition, you tell them the exact
number of film critics who voted for that film out of all films.

An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use just the all the postcards
or just a few! Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners.
Complete with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case.  Do it over and over with one
spectator or 30 times with 30 different spectators.

$50

Seller2014

Mysterious Affair
2 Versions

Deluxe & Standard
The Deluxe version of The Mysterious
Affair comes with three Agatha Christie books
in a published series. Each book is complete
and can be read all the way through as an
exciting mystery novel without discerning the

subtle secret.

A book test of extraordinary quality. They choose
any of the three books. They open to any page. They choose to concentrate on
either words or illustrations. You tell them exactly what they are thinking. No fishing.
No outs. No anagrams. No extra props. No lengthy memorization. No force. No
crib sheets. You never ask the page number. The Regular version contains two
hardcover Hercule Poirot novels written by Agatha Christie, the world�s best-selling
author. Books are different with different characters and locations throughout. Books
contain a complete novel and can be read from beginning to end without suspicion.

The Mysterious Affair Standard Version comes with two hardcover books,
The Mysterious Affair at Styles and The Cavendish Poisoning. Includes a clearly
written instruction book with directions, additional routines, tips and suggestions
for other effects. A solid mentalist effect for the working pro, and also a very high
quality product for the discerning collector.

Deluxe Version...$225     Standard Version...$169

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=mysterious+affair&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-mysterious-affair-deluxe-jim-kleefeld-presale/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mysterious-affair-regular-pre-sale/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/classic-film-verite-jim-kleefeld/
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Utility Gimmicks
Invisible Thumb Tip

One of magic�s best utility props is
finally a secret again thanks to
Michel and Greco from Vernet.
Imagine tearing a strip of paper into small
pieces, dropping them inside your closed
fist and when you open your hand the strip
is restored! Your hands are absolutely clean-
no tips! With the Invisible Thumb Tip you
can perform many of your favorite effects
using a thumb tip and finish absolutely clean!

$11

Magnetic Thumb Tip
The biggest thing in magic just got more
powerful! Now, you can do psychic effects�stop
a watch from running, turning a paper or plastic
cup into a CHOP CUP and more!

The Magnetic Thumb Tip is made with the
famous Vernet Thumb Tip and has the most
powerful �rare earth� magnet you can find. You
will find other effects for this terrific concept with
paper clips, rings, keys, coins and more. Quite
possibly the greatest little gimmick in our world
of magic!

$12.50

Cointum Tunneling
The magician shows a clear small container and
takes off the lid. There is a coin inside. He picks it
up and screws the lid onto the container. He then
slams the lid with the coin. As a result, the coin
immediately penetrates into the container. You can
give it to a spectator to take out the coin from the
container.

Notes: Does �not� come with coins�you can use any coins. This is a �good
thing� as it allows you to use not only your own countries coinage, but also the
type you wish as well.

     $25

Seller2014

Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/invisible-thumb-tip/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-thumb-tip/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cointum-tunneling-by-kreis-magic/
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Still Amazing!
The Original

�Red Tape Thumb Tie�
By Irv Weiner

Irv Weiner was one of the most clever
creators in magic!  The Red Tape Thumb
Tie was one of his best.  Thumb Ties have always
been popular and entertaining.  A modern
method of presentation of the classic thumb tie.

Two spectators are called upon to assist the performer.  A roll of red adhesive tape
is shown and the two tape each thumb of the performer�s hands and also tie the
two thumbs tightly together.  At any time the thumbs may be inspected by the
helpers and the thumbs are seen to be securely taped.  Yet, the magician catches
hoops which penetrate the thumbs and swing onto his arm.  His arms can also go
through the back of a chair and even seem to melt through the loops of a pair of
shears.  Finally the red tape is cut away from the thumbs under the very noses of
the two helpers and there is nothing to see.

You will marvel at how ingenious this effect allows you to do seeming impossible
effect.  Irv�s version of this classic is one of the best and so EASY to perform.
Comes complete manuscript and with all you need to perform many shows and
easy to refill too! We thank Irv Weiner for such brilliant thinking.

      For All Types Of  Audiences!   $22.50

Levitation
Impossible

ANYONE can do this and you can
perform it just about anywhere� UP
CLOSE� EVEN IN BROAD
DAYLIGHT!

Now you can perform a truly impossible
feat of levitation without complicated
body hookups, without fumbling with
reels and without fear of the object falling
to the ground because your thread
snapped. Impossible has never been so
easy!

You will receive all necessary gimmicks and access to a comprehensive
online instructional DVD. (Bonus alternate presentation ideas included.)

IMPORTANT:  You supply the bill and the glass.
    $29.50

Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/red-tape-thumb-tie-irv-weiner/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/levitation-impossible-steve-fearson/
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Cards Galore

Ultra Electric Deck
New version of the electric deck.  This is the finest electric
deck we can find on the magic market today. The deck is
hand woven and NO strings are used in the making.  No
matter how you pick up the deck, you can waterfall it, spread
it, fan it.  This is the perfect COMEDY DECK.  Lots of fun
and you can even have the entire deck rise out of a glass,
too!  Plenty of options with this spectacular deck. Made with
Bicycle Poker cards.  Add this to your act.

$16.50

The Hindu Deck
Finally, a sequel to the #1 selling
all-time magic deck the Svengali!  We are all familiar
with the Svengali Deck, but you were limited ONLY
to one CHOICE!  No you can have two spectators
choose TWO separate cards from the same deck and
make your prediction 100% accurate.  PLUS you can
riffle the cards and show the entire deck has now
changed into each one of the selected cards.

$16.50

Card-Toon
Dan Harlan�s world famous deck!
Quite possible, the most charming and
entertaining card effect ever invented.
Thousands have been sold!  Easy to do
and self-working.

The little stick man finds the spectator�s
card in clever, visual way!

Golden Oldie...$15

Alphabet Deck
Each deck consists of 52 assorted letters.
Highly recommended for the church
performer and children�s entertainer.
Spell out a favorite disciple, the name of
an honored guest or your church, etc. This
deck works well with the Number Card
Deck when you want to use both letters
and numbers.  (See website for more
books/effects to go with this deck.)

$18

Seller2014Seller2014

Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/alphabet-deck-bicycle-back/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultra-electric-deck/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-hindu-deck/
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Egelo Magic-Norway with
Guilherme Curty!
Razor Card

Spectator chooses a card from a regular deck of cards
and signs it.   The card and deck are placed into the
card case and also a �double edge razor blade� is then
dropped into the case.  The card case, with cards, is
then shaken vigorously and the deck of cards is taken
out, the chosen card has been cut into pieces and the
pieces fall out separately!  The spectator is then asked
to put the pieces together, ala puzzle method. When the card pieces are placed
together, it is the chosen card! BUT WAIT... for the fantastic climax!  The card
pieces are turned over and �Lo and Behold� the spectator�s signature is on the
backside of the card!

You will marvel at its secret!  Your audience will truly be amazed!  You will present
a card effect entirely different than most all others!  If you perform card miracles or
enjoy the secrets of card magic, then THIS EFFECT IS FOR YOU!

No Trick Deck.  No Palming.  No Switching. Safe To Perform.  Signed
Card Can Be Given To Spectator. Not Just Another Card Trick.

 A Tribute To Varone!     $45

Jumbo King To
Queen

OR
Jumbo Queen

To King
Finally a jumbo changing card that plays great
and that is affordable!  Purchase a SINGLE
card and it will allow you the perform all kinds of routines.

Performer invites a spectator up to the platform or stage and announces that they
are to select a card that will match the Jumbo Card.  The spectator does NOT see
the face of the Jumbo Card!  The performer ONLY shows the Prediction Jumbo
Card to the audience.  Then places the card into a brown paper bag, OR just sets it
back side to the audience on a chair.  Spectator then selects a card from a deck,
holds it up for the audience can see.  Unfortunately, it does NOT match the prediction
shown to the audience! What to do?  The performer brings the Jumbo Card out of
the bag or turns it around from the chair. VIOLA!  The card revealed has changed
to the spectator�s chosen card!  Self-Working, Easy To Do!  Now you can buy
just ONE of the �GAFFED� cards at such a GREAT PRICE!  Cards measure 15-
inches tall x 10.5-inches wide.

$25 each        2 For...$40

Cards�Close-Up To Stage

Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/razor-card-guilherme-curty-egelo-magic-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=jumbo+king+to+queen&post_type=product
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Bill Montana Exclusives
Bank Night Board

Stevens Magic has sold various types of similar
props but none were of �this� degree of
quality from the materials and craftsmanship.
Comes complete with instructional
booklet which provides instructions and
ideas and the specially made prop.

Sample Effect... Five sealed envelopes are
spread out on a board, which is 9 x 12-inches
in size and 5/8-inch think.  Four spectators
are each asked to select one of the envelopes.
The performer states that in one of the

envelopes there is a $100 (or a $5, $10, $20 or $50) and they each have a free
choice of what envelope they would like to have.  One envelope is to be left for the
performer.  He has no choice, but must take the one left for him.  Upon tearing
open their envelopes, the spectators find a blank piece of paper the size of a bill.
However, when the performer opens his envelope, he removes the $100 (or whatever
denomination was used).  Other items can be substituted instead of using bills.

The board used for this effect is a handy apparatus, not only for �Bank Night� but
for those wishing to exchange messages in mental work or add extra cards to
those counted on the board when cards are poured into a hat or into the hand.  As
such there are many uses for this deceptive little device.

$88
Zodiac For Life

This effect while simple in its nature will enable you
to look like your the most accurate psychic ever as
it will give you 100% accuracy by its secret
methodology that allows you to instantly know what
the spectators mentally thought of question is
without ever having them to say a single word.
Note:  You can even use an old worn out deck as
this often will help add a vintage look and feel to
the effect it will also make it seem like you have
been doing this effect for a very long time.

This effect comes with two different charts one for
the beginner user and one for the advance user.  Three wood chips each has been
engraved.  Three special cards that can be used to perform a more advanced version
of this effect. Plus a blank faced one that will allow you to make an on the spot
replacement should one of the other three become damaged while your working the
party or event.  A question pamphlet.  A instruction booklet.  Normal deck of cards
not provided.  Stevens Magic Emporium has replacement files for the paper charts,
cards and pamphlet question list.

 $35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zodiac-of-life/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bank-night-bill-montana-neo-elegance-effects/
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Bill Montana Exclusives

Match Box Shiner
The shiner itself is ultra thin and made from polished
stainless steel and is set into the match box at an angle
to give its user the easiest of peeks. Can be used to

peek the top card or the bottom card in a deck
while dealing. This does take a bit of practice
but once the skill is learned it�s well worth it.

The stainless used to craft these is 26Cr-1Mo
ferritic stainless steel chosen for its reflective
ability when the surface is polished. This type of

stainless will attract a magnet but that should not be a problem for those wearing
PK rings.

$30

Glisk
This device has had many names through the years...
Some refer to it as a �Shiner� or �Glim.� Bill prefers
the old Scottish word�GLISK (meaning a glimmer).
The GLISK is a small reflector used to secretly read
the faces of cards/tickets as they are being dealt to
your spectators or to gain a peek at the bottom card of
a deck. The device may also be used to peek
handwritten information on a card.  What makes this
even more unique is the fact that the �shiner� is on the
alternative side of a American Nickel�(heads or tails
depending on model you get) allowing you to easily get it into play without
any suspiciousness. When you see this item, when it arrives in the mail, you
will immediately be impressed.

  $22.50

The Conundrum
The Conundrum is that latest of these impossible
creations and was crafted in the workshops of Dr.
Paul and Bill Montana. The effect was created
for the close-up performer and or restaurant worker
is very different from the standard card and coin
trick. Its also very visual and can be used in a couple
of different ways.  (See website for detailed
explanation of effects.)

The overall size of the Conundrum is 3.5 x 3.5-
inches and 3/4-inch thick.  It also features a hand
rubbed varnish finish on the puzzle parts. The back
of the puzzle pieces have a felt back.  The
Conundrum was built to last a lifetime.

$40

Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-match-box-shiner-bill-montana/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/conundrum-bill-montana-dr-paul/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/glisk-gamblers-shiner-bill-montana/
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Created By Jack Avis...
Poker Pot

A Re-Release From The
Ken Brooke Magic Range

If you�re looking for something completely different in
a close-up routine�Here it is! Used by professionals
for years, we are happy to re-release this upgraded
version. Each unit is hand made and hallmarked
by Louie Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut.
Far superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in every way!

Jack Avis has taken two classical principles and by
blending them together has produced a clean cut

magical effect for performing what is known as �CHINK-A-
CHINK.� The box removes the need for shells or �extra
units� of the items employed thus, the weakness of having
to obtain and later ditch them is entirely eliminated. Roy
Johnson has added additional material to the original. Once
the basic principle is understood, Roy�s working can be
quickly understood! And there is nine pages of additional

thoughts and routines provided by the late great Ken Brooke.
$65

Ken Brooke Classics

Potty Prediction
One of  the finest pieces of
magical entertainment for

Stand-Up or Parlor Presentations.
Here�s a fine comedy routine by Ken Green.
Such routines as this are, as any entertainer
will confirm, priceless.

We send you-a special pack of cards, a couple
of good quality jumbo cards, an envelope and
the manuscript. The apparatus, plus the
knowledge you will gain from the manuscript
will boost the entertainment value of your act
100%.  The presentation can be performed
under close-up conditions and is also suitable
for after dinner work before small audiences.
As supplied it is not suitable for large stage,
but can be adapted.  This is real situation comedy! Audience participation is vital to
your success as a performer. POTTY PREDICTION gives you all the scope you
need!

  Completely Redone!   $45

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-pot-jack-avis-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/potty-prediction-ken-brooke/
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Fun & Simple For Stage
Bi-Kolor Kut

A Cute Magic Origami Effect!
From out of the past, 1931 to be exact, Leslie
Guest and Judah created this cut paper effect!

Here how it goes... A paper
sheet containing 16 squares
alternately colored red and
green are displayed and subject
to several rapid folds!  The
performer announces that he
will make one cut with the
scissors, thereby separating

each of the squares.  Also that he will divide all
the red squares from the green ones!  Two
spectators are requested to hold the paper, each
holding a folded corner.  The performer makes
the ONE CUT.  When it is found that one
speculator holds eight red squares and the other
spectator is holding all the green squares!  A
miracle!

The paper with the colored squared is NOT
gaffed!  Comes complete with 1 sample, 12 refills and a DVD performance and
instructions!  Refills are available or you can reprint your own!

Refills Available (12 Sheets)...$16          $26

Joe Riding�s
Three Card Four

�The Only Three Card Trick In The World
Using Four Cards!�

 A true professional classic with the both Fred
Kaps & Ken Brooke Routines.

This effect has been time-tested for years and
years and I can assure my readers that it is also
very, very commercial.  Plays well in cabaret,
trade shows, stand up, stage and it is great for children�s shows as well!

This trick comes complete with Jumbo Cards, Fred Kaps Routine & Ken Brooke
Routine, DVD of Bob Swadling�s Act included on DVD is explanation of routine,
Also copy, in writing, of both routines.  Bonus: Alex Elmsley�s Four As Four
Routine.  See performance of Bob Swadling�s routine on our website!
Don�t pass this one up if you are a worker.

 Available Again... $35

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/three-card-four-joe-riding/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bi-kolor-kut/
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Mental Wonders
Gambler�s Marked Deck

The professional marked deck comes with a
book that  has everything you need to master
the �Marked Deck�.  Concepts by Boris Wild.

Contains information on marked cards,
stripped cards and stacked decks.  (If you don�t
know the markings�you will have trouble finding
them!)

Fun and easy to do!  Used for entertainment only!
Regular Bicycle back cards.  101 tips and tricks.  This
is a professional, innocent-looking deck.

$45

Square Circle Prediction
A case is shown which holds a prediction.  A spectator
selects two cards which are placed face up.  Two
metal poker chips, one with square, the other a circle
are introduced.  The spectator is asked to place a
chip on each of their face-up cards.  The magician
then asks if they wish to change the position of the
metal chips.  At this point the performer reaches into
the vinyl case and produces two cards that not only
match the spectators selected cards, but the �kicker��
the two cards inside the case have a large square and
circle cut into them�which matches the
spectator�s choice.  This is a double prediction!

$15

Classic Forcing Pad
Display a wallet that has a pad of paper inside
and three spectators freely write down a 3-digit
number.  The performer has shown a prediction
envelope before this exercise announcing a
prediction inside before he came to the
performance.  The three spectators FREELY
write down any 3-digit number and the wallet
pad is handed to another spectator to total up
the sum.  Upon doing so, he announces the total
and the performer then has someone open up
his prediction and...THEY MATCH!  Easy to
perform, works itself.  And it�s all in the pencil!

Great Price!     $47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marked-deck-gamblers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/square-circle-prediction/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/forcing-pad-add-a-number/
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Fortunes Be Told
Astrogem

Oracle
Cards & Manual
Astrogem Geomancy is the Oracle of Heaven
and Earth. It is a method of divination which
combines geomancy and astrology into a
single Oracle. Gemstones are used to
represent both geomes (the geomantic figures)
and the astrological planets. The gemstones
are �cast� on to a chart and this allows you to
give a geomantic reading combined with a
kind of �instant horoscope�.  Using a
combination of the geomantic and astrological
meanings, together with your intuitive sense
you can then give a �reading� to describe and
discuss a client�s current situation, the factors

which surround it and how matters might develop in the future.  Your client can
then use that information to think how stop feeling stuck where they are or how
they might capitalise on the possible new avenues. It will always be up to them to
decide what to do with the information. In other words, you decide how best to
shape your fate.   See website for more details.  Now you can get �both� the
Cards and the Manual. The original Astrogem Oracle cards is a pack of 32 cards.

$45

Hands Of  Fortune
This is the first public release from the vast
material he has honed and collected over
the years.

Comes with 30 cards and 24-page
instructional booklet featuring step-by-step
education of the cards followed by
additional routines that could be
incorporated using them such as:  Tossed
out Deck. Using The Cards In A Stacking
System. Magic Square. Lotto Square. One
Way Deck. Numerology Reading. How To
Give A Reading. The Crib.

This is the perfect combination of 30 custom marked cards that have unique messages
on the back of them�all designed to offer positive vibes.

Notes: The Cards are in order when you receive them! Do not open the cards
until you have read the booklet.

$45

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/astrogemgeomancy/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hand-of-fortune-marked-cards-anthony-watson-iii/
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Seller2014

Truly Revolutionary!

Ring Flight Revolution
The Ring Flight Revolution is the first ring flight to lock in place once
retracted, allowing the spectator to remove the ring, it is designed by a
professional magician for professional use, it is smooth, silent and extremely durable.
Each is individually handcrafted to such high quality, that it comes with a 2-year
warranty.  The Ring Flight Revolution comes with a DVD explaining the
gimmick, how to perform it, how to maintain it and how to fix any problems you
may have with it. It also comes with a Lobster Clip, an S-Biner Clip and spare
abrasion resistant line.  This flip key comes with a selection of 13 different
kinds of logo, you get a choice of the following logos: Audi, Nissan, Seat/
Fiat, BMW, Hyundai, Chevrolet, Mazda, Opel, Honda, VW, Mercedes,
Toyota and Mitsubishi.  Just choose which one you want,  peel off the sticker
and stick it on! How cool is that! One size pretty much fits all!

$180
Richard Osterlind�s

ForeSign
Here�s what the audience sees. The mentalist introduces a
white envelope containing five cards each bearing an ESP
symbol. The spectator�s name is written on the envelope
along with a prediction that the audience doesn�t see. The
cards are removed from the envelope one at a time until the
audience member says stop. The envelope is then turned
over to show that the performer�s prediction was one 100%
correct!

ForeSign is easy to do and instantly resets!  The props are very thin and can fit
right into your pocket. Time-tested principles combined with brand new innovations
make ForeSign a stunning effect that you�ll always be ready to perform.  Along
with the ForeSign apparatus, you�ll receive a DVD with performances and detailed
explanation of the secret and correct handling of ForeSign and a BONUS booklet!

Special thnaks ot Neal Scryer for his strong endorsement, enthusiam
and bringing this product to our attention!

$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ring-flight-revolution-generic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/foresign-richard-osterlind-3/
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Force 4
2 Versions

Standard & Mini
Originally designed for Wayne�s own chair
test �Signs of Chaos�. FORCE 4 can be
used in many types of routines. Serious
Mentalists and magicians in general will find
a use for FORCE 4 in their act and now available in 2 sizes!!

The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and show four envelope.  As he
passes along a line of four spectator, each one chooses an envelope.  The spectators
have an absolutely FREE choice of any envelope.  EVERY choice is under the
performer�s control... Imagine the possibilities!   FORCE 4 does exactly what the
name suggests... it allows you to force four envelope or folded papers in a very fair
manner.

Full contents include:  Simple Chair Test, The Name Test, Color Test, Mystery
Bag and Bank Night Bonus.  Body Language with Force 4, Signs of Chaos�
Wayne Rogers, Character Eye�s�For School Shows by Jim Kleefeld, and Foreword
�For Library Shows by Jim Kleefeld.

Force 4 Mini...$120
Force 4 Standard...$145

Mental Abilities

Seller2014

Christopher Rawlings�
Reveal

Reveal is a clipboard that is specially gaffed yet
undetectable even when the spectator is holding
it. ABSOLUTELY NO ELECTRONICS are used.
You just ask someone to draw or write something
on a piece of paper. You get it, all at once, without
ANY strange movements. The drawing can be
isolated in an envelope or bag, yet you still are
privy to what was written.

The best compliment we can give �Reveal� is
this�it�s real world stuff. It�s not a pipe dream.
A leading mentalist created it for his show, other
leading mentalists around the globe are using it,
and it can be done UNDER FIRE. It is impossible

for it to break or wear-out. It�s something you will use in your show�forever. You
get the gimmicked clipboard, marker, envelope, DVD and attractive
storage box.  Another great modern clipboard gimmick that is easy-to-use and
to perform.  Great for stage, parlor or stand-up routines.

$48.50

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/reveal-by-christopher-rawlins-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/force-4-mini-wayne-rogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/forcefourwaynerogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=force+4+wayne+rogers&post_type=product
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Mental Predictions
Rocky Clements�
Final Answer

Imagine a prediction board you
can count on, allowing you to
concentrate solely on the

presentation and allowing the product to
work the magic for you!

It goes like this�The audience is asked
to develop a story with the details recorded
on a single chalkboard, in colored chalk

by the magician. Immediately after, the magician opens the upper door to reveal
that his prediction, written in white chalk, matches perfectly with the spectators
freely chosen words. This is an entirely unique principle that eliminates the
drawbacks of every of prop of this nature.

No Force. No Double Writing. No Assistants. No Electronics. No �one ahead�.
No �loading� the prediction from tables or envelopes, etc. Just write the spectator�s
answers and the magic is done! The most direct and straightforward principle
possible. There is NO other effect in the world that can meet these standards!
Parlor Dimensions 18-inches tall X 12-inches wide x by 1/5-inch thick.

Stage size also available, 20 x 30-inches (please allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery).

Stage Size...$850       Parlor Size...$395
Viking Magic Presents...

ESP ChipSational
The performer shows the audience two
sets of five ESP chips. These will be used
in a psychic experiment involving one
of the spectators. The twist is, the
spectator will actually be able to �read
the performer's mind�!  The performer
places a chip inside the two
compartment box, face-down, followed
by the spectator placing his impression of what he �feels� matches the performer's
chip in the remaining empty hole. The performer always goes first. When all 10
chips have been placed in their respective holes they are tipped out on the base
and one by one are shown to match perfectly! The spectator actually predicts the
performers choices and is 100% correct!

There is no force of any kind. The effect is performed exactly as above.  The
outcome of each presentation is completely random.  Setup/reset takes but 30
seconds.  All props may be handled by the spectator.  Comes complete with
mahogany base with walnut lid and mahogany inlay, hand-crafted box (4.25 x
2.25  x 1.5-inches) custom chips and complete instructions.

$95

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=final+answer&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-parlor-rocky-clements/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-rocky-clements-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esp-chipsational/
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Mental Marvels
Indomagic Land�s
Premonition Box
Deluxe�Bicycle

An ingenious device for any mentalist or
performer�now with a slight improvement!

You show a beautiful innocent wooden box that
contains several items: dice, pencil, pad of paper
and a deck of Bicycle brand cards.

Explaining that you had a premonition earlier in
the day, you ask a spectator to simply �think� of
ANY of the 52 card�a completely free choice.

Then you explain that earlier in the day you removed ONE of the cards from the
deck, as a prediction.  Without adding or taking away any of the cards, the deck is
removed and HANDED TO THE SPECTATOR. The spectator then culls through
the cards, looking for their card. Then the IMPOSSIBLE HAPPENS. His/Her
freely chosen card is NOT in the deck! It is completely MISSING! The methodology
is superb and you will marvel at the secret.

This is not a Brainwave-Invisible Deck Principle.  It�s self-working.  Easy to do.  No
sleights.  No false cuts.  No rough and smooth.  No short cards.  No strippers.  And
instantly repeatable!

$85
Zycho

Comedy Mentalism�Magic At Its Best!
The audience is in on all of the fun!  You show the
face of a 10 x 14-inch giant prediction card.
(Unseen by your spectator), which is in a stand in
full view, with its back to the audience.  Next you
show them the faces of an extra large, 1-way force
deck in which every card is the same as the
prediction.  The spectator, who has not seen the
faces of the 1-way force deck, is asked to choose
any card?  Now for the fun part!  They name he
WRONG card!  Impossible, as their card does not
match your prediction card?  Has the spectator
double crossed you?

The prediction is now turned around and it has
now changed to the selection card!  Everyone is confused.  The audience has been
�double crossed�, the laughs are guaranteed and built it.  ONLY showmanship is
needed as the effect is all self-working.  Comes complete with stand, forcing
deck, jumbo changing card and professional routines, patter by George
Schindler.

$130

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/premonition-box-deluxe-bicycle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zycho-comedy-mentalism/
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Ken Brooke Classic...
Driebeck Die

A large red die is taken apart and from inside you remove
what you state is �A Carrying Case� for the die.  The two
sections of the red die are placed on the table in full view.
The case is now opened up and is also shown inside and
out.  The empty case is placed on the table alongside the

red die.  The two parts of the red die are resassembled, freely shown and then�
believe it or not�the die is placed inside the carrying case, which only moments
before was taken from it!  But the effect does not end there!  Now you open the
case and from it�you produce a box of tea from China�the red die has completely
vanished!  The apparatus is handmade and brightly colored.  Can be performed
entirely surrounded.

Featured by Paul Daniels, Roy
Johnson, Trevor Lewis, Ben Martin
and Sid Lorraine to name a few.

Stage Size (5.5-inches)...$97.50

Stevens Magic Exclusives

Terry Elton�s
Old Cy

Driebeck Die Routine
Terry is serious about entertainment.  He
understands that the �prop� is valuable, but
creativity with that �prop� is what makes
the difference.  Terry�s creativity with
the Driebeck Die brings the die to
life as he takes the audience on a
magical journey to an old curio
shop somewhere in the heart of
London.

Over the years Terry has created some of the most commercially successful routines
in magic. One of which features the Ken Brooke Driebeck Die which we sell
exclusively at Stevens Magic Emporium (see above!) So naturally, we are excited to
offer Terry�s routine to our customers. The routine is named �Old CY� and we
encourage you to view the video.

Terry�s original, audience tested routine is available for purchase. It comes with a
DVD and Terry�s complete patter and handling and includes several openings so
you can customize the routine to yourself and an optional Comedy Club Version of
the routine all included in a bound notebook. Perfected over THOUSANDS of
performances this hysterical routine will become one of the highlights of your show!

$55

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/driebeck-die-ken-brooke-large/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/old-cy-driebeck-die-terry-elton-2/
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Pick One Any One

Correct Key
The performer shows a padlock and
passes out seven keys to seven
spectators.  Each tries his or her key in
the lock.  The keys turn but do not open
the lock.  The spectators are each given
a small coin envelope and instructed to
seal their key in it.  An eighth key is
brought out.  The lock can be opened
only with this one key.  It is also sealed
into an envelope.  The envelopes are
held and shuffled by a spectator.
Another spectator locks the lock and
someone picks an envelope.  The key is

removed and a spectator now opens the lock with the chosen key.  Comes with
several variations on the routine.  Quality Master lock and keys.

$85

Three Button Monte
A clever way to have fun

with spectators!
�Step right up ladies and
gentlemen!  Win yourself plenty
of money.  You get two chances to
win.  Yesterday we gave away $100!
Today could be your day to win!
You can�t lose YOUR money,
you can only win MY money!�

The Conman shows that ONLY one
button of the three lights the bulb.

After showing this, the spectator then gets to choose two buttons of the three to
light the bulb!  If they light the bulb, they win!  Alas, the spectators never can
light up the bulb.  After they choose two of the three bulbs that don�t light up, they
Conman shows them it was the last bulb that always lights up.  Spectator can
change their decision each time and regardless of their choice of two bulbs, it is
always the last bulb that lights.

Such a pity, such a pity... they never win!  Plenty of laughs.  Audience
involvement.  A great CON that is fun entertainment.  A terrific price for
such a powerful routine.  Battery operated.  A fabulous bit for trade show workers.
Example: After the demo; �You will never lose money when you
deal with Stevens Magic!�

You Win�They Lose!   $47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/correct-key/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/three-button-monte/
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Todd Landman Presents...

Cogito Ergo
Sum II

This is a book test with a real difference.  The performer is
able to provide a scintillating journey through the world of
philosophy�reveal an entire page of information that has
been chosen randomly by a participant in the audience�
and unveil an additional mystery that naturally links into
another routine typically used by mystery entertainers.

This new release takes the original Cogito Ergo Sum to a
new level, with beautiful line drawings of each philosopher
in the book, The World�s Greatest Philosophers, a
new pocket size paper book that fits in a jacket pocket for
walk around and business presentations�has a new kicker finish that is a perfect

link for further explorations in non-duality.

The book comes ready to perform with printed
instructions on the background concepts and ideas for
enhancing the performance.  Line drawings are from
Phill Smith of Sushi Design.

$40

Épistémentalogie
Épistémentalogie combines insights
from epistemology, philosophy of
science, metaphysics and the history of
ideas with mentalism, bizarre magic and

the mystery arts in ways that remain intriguing,
enchanting and above all else, entertaining for
audiences.  This book advances a post-pseudo-
psychological paradigm for mystery entertainment that
makes philosophy the meta-premise for performance.

There are four Sections to this book each gives insight
into Dr. Landman, whether it�s how he got the idea to
eight powerful routines to so much more!  Please see
website for detailed explanation.

With over 120 pages and 20,000 words, the book comes as a hardback with original
artwork from Peter Howells, Iain Dunford and Phill Smith and original photos that
help illustrate and explain all the routines.

Described as a manifesto for a new way of performing mentalism and mystery
entertainment, Épistémentalogie is sure to be part of any serious performer's library!

Book...$60

Seller2014

Seller2014

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/epistementalogie-by-dr-todd-landman/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cogito-ergo-sum-ii-dr-todd-landman/
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Todd Landman Exclusive!
The Magic
Menagerie

In The Magic Menagerie, Todd Landman offers
a fully scripted parlour show that explores the idea
of a �memory play�; a reconstruction of his magical
past that is part fact and part fiction, or what he
calls �truth in the pleasant disguise of illusion.�

The book includes discussion of the setting,
context, patter and handlings of a variety of
routines, which combine close-up magic,
mentalism and bizarre magic with an academic
twist.

The collection includes book tests, gambling
stories, a disappearing show girl, Odd Fellows
coming to the rescue, the power of icons, Tarot
and Dante and the power of memory.

The bonus section includes the design and delivery of a 90-minute stage show that
Todd Landman was commissioned to do to celebrate 50 years of the University of
Essex. The show includes stage presentations of theatrical mentalism that explore
politics, history, mathematics, philosophy and literature, all with dynamic audience
interaction and meaningful impact.

Contents include:  Foreword by Professor BC, A
Memory Play, A Conjurer�s Bag, Le Bateleur & The
Strange Case of Lola McGuire Icons, Salud, Diñero,
y Amor, A Memory Box and Bonus Material.

The Magic Menagerie is a hardback book with blue
linen, gold press letters, cream pages and gloss finish
dust cover with 139 pages.

�Todd Landman has the remarkable ability to take
his audience where he wants them to go. His magic
is delicate. It whispers mystery to the room. He mystifies, to be sure, but the
most striking feature of his show is his uncanny knack of placing an entire
audience into a dream state, or, more accurately, he walks us through daydreams:
his daydreams, our daydreams. You are about to see how he accomplishes this
alchemy, for the book before you is amongst the very best pieces of performance
writing I have ever had the pleasure of reading.�

--From the Foreword by Professor BC
$65

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-magic-menagerie-todd-landman-book/
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Close-Up Cards To Go!
Destination Zero

By John Bannon
Fasten your seatbelt.  You are traveling to
a special province in the world of magic:
Self-Working Card Magic!  Deceptive,
Automatic & Turbo-Charged!

Join John Bannon on a 25 stop wide-
ranging tour of self-working card magic. Not
your typical non-sleight-of-hand tricks,
Bannon has thoroughly analyzed these
effects and backed up subtle principles with
the careful, layered construction he is
known for.

Anyone can cobble together a couple of
principles and call it a �trick.� Bannon looks
for synergies and leverages the method as
much as possible. His objective: �One
plus one should equal three�or
more. Otherwise, why bother?� You

get the trick and you get Bannon talking about the trick, all
in his precise, but easy-to-read style. The perfect travel
companion on this exciting journey.

Your itinerary will take your through:  Startling Ace
Productions, Impossible Coincidences, Unexplainable
Predictions, Direct Mental Revelations, Baffling Card
Locations and more!

All with regular cards, without gaffs, crimps, pencil dots,
�punches� or marks. These highly-refined constructions will change the way you
think about self-working card magic. It�s not just the destination, it�s the journey.
Enjoy the ride.  Let�s roll...

Book is a hard cover with dust-jacket, has over 208 pages with lots of photos to
illustrate these great effects.

$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/destination-zero-john-bannon/
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Osterlind Miracles

Richard Osterlind�s
Intimate Impossibilities

This DVD set focuses on Intimate Magic represents by far
the largest segment of performance in the art.  It is also
probably the most �in demand� request we get with respect
to mentalism�effects that can performed in close proximity.

The two DVDs contain a total of 21 mind-shattering effects
that Richard actually uses in his close-up performances�
every one a first-class, professional routine.

Disc 1:  The Dynamo Deck � Construction, The Dynamo
Deck � A Basic Effect, Think of a Card, Par-Optic Vision, The Dynamo Radar
Deck, Friendly Attraction, Encore Card Stab, Dynamo Deck Clairvoyance, Card
Calling/Close-Up Q&A, Miracle Thought Projection and Osterlind�s Out of This
World

Disc 2: Mu-Wave Bergson Tear, Dynamo Mene-Tekel, Blindfolded Gilbreath, Out
of the Room Selection, Controlling Three Selections, Another Spoon Bend, Magic
vs. Mindreading Redux, Dynamo Book Test, My Dad�s Favorite, My First Card
Trick and Contact Mind Reading.

2-DVD Set...$50

Contact Mind Reading:
The Osterlind Approach

By Richard Osterlind
Volume One in the Advanced Mentalism Training
Series.  Contact Mind Reading�some consider it the
Holy Grail of mentalism. The coveted dream of being
able to command and execute this technique is highly
sought after�for good reasons.   You cannot argue that
Richard Osterlind has the benefit of not only the
knowledge but the methodology and experience as a
teacher as well!

This book features 68 pages, is perfect bound and trade
paperback size is 5.5 x 8.5 inches.  It�s the perfect size

of content to get you in the rhythm and allow you to digest these amazing technique
without being overwhelmed.  The best way to learn is in small, easily digestible
segments.  And in terms of the teacher, who could be better then Richard Osterlind?

Again, this book�and the volumes yet to come�are not for the curious but are
written for the professional, working mentalist. However, if you want to take your
performances to the next level, the Advanced Mentalism Training Series will
help you to do just that and Contact Mind Reading: The Osterlind Approach
is the first volume in what is sure to be an exciting journey!

$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/contact-mind-reading-the-osterlind-approach-amst-vol-1-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/intimate-impossibilities-2-dvd-set/
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Silent Mora
By William V. Rauscher

Silent Mora, a well-known and popular Vaudeville
performer with expert manipulative skills. Mora traveled
the country, who managed to continue contributing
original articles and tricks to the magazines of the day,
and a frequent correspondent with his fellow magic stars.
Like so many performers of his time, his image faded
after his death only to surface fondly in conversation.
Today, Mora is recognized by magic collectors who eagerly
seek out his handmade props such as his custom-made

and decorated bamboo Chinese wands, fans and other effects.

Few magicians attain the household recognition of Houdini, Thurston, or Keller,
who were America�s favorite magicians of their time. Most are forgotten by the
general public today. However, Mora was popular among the magic fraternity,
and deserves a brighter spotlight in magic history. This book is an effort to
resurrect his memory and imprint his name and magic onto theater
history.  This is a hardcover book  with 240 pages, 60 of which are in color and
hundres of black and white photos.

$60

Fabulous Magical History

Don�t Fool Yourself
The Magic Life Of  Dell O�Dell

By Michael Claxton
In a field dominated by men, one of the most
successful and busiest magicians of a generation
was also a woman.

Dell O�Dell grew up in Kansas, and learned to love show
business amidst the sawdust and spangles of her father�s
circus. She learned to entertain as a teenager, teaching
herself to juggle, perform acrobatics, and work with animals.
Half a world away, in Switzerland, Charles Carrer was
learning many of the same feats of digital dexterity. It was in New York, that the
two troupers met, married, and embarked on a partnership�both on and off
stage�that has to be read to be believed.  In the pages of Don�t Fool Yourself,
author Michael Claxton draws on first-person accounts, revealing research, and
rich historical archives to paint humanizing and captivating portraits of Dell O�Dell
and Charlie Carrer, remarkable entertainers whose lives were intertwined�as
well as fascinating bygone eras of American show business.

A quality hardcover book, with 332 pages, that is illustrated with dozens of
unpublished images.  As a bonus, each book includes a Dell O�Dell Dancing
Doll novelty!

$45

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silent-mora-by-william-rauscher-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dont-fool-yourself-the-magicial-life-of-dell-odell-book/
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Exclusive Top Sellers 2014
The Unholy Grail

By Larry Baukin
Check out our website for

complete details and testimonials.
There is no other book, anywhere, that resembles
the Unholy Grail approach.  The Grail is completely
new and original in its practical applications.

The Unholy Grail system has been Larry�s constant
cold reading companion for a fair number of years
now.  It accounts for a substantial percentage of his
income.  Larry can promise you that the
amount of time and effort that you invest

in learning and applying The Unholy Grail deck will be more then
worth it.  Your readings will improve beyond expectations.  Johann
Hofzinser said that �cards are the poetry of magic.�  Then surely cold reading is
the poetry of mentalism.  Welcome to my humble poem.

Disclosures:  For �serious� readers.  If you are looking for the latest novelty that
can be performed a few minutes after arrival�do not buy this book.  If you are
willing to take the investment of time and energy, you will have a system that will
produce a cornucopia of benefits to you.

$185
Cold Reading

The Classic Book Of  Techniques
By Martin Baukin

This amazing book will certainly live up to the use
of the word �Classic� in its title!  There probably
has never been a book with such range and such
depth in nearly a dozen different types of readings
for real, paying clients from the fertile minds of
Ron Martin and Larry Baukin!

This comprehensive book contains eight separate
books within its pages:  � Quick Commercial Card
Readings (2007) � Casual Little Miracles (2008)
� By The EYE Of Our Spirit (2009) � At The Cross
Roads (2010) � Dream Windows (2012) �
American Folk Mentalism, Volume 2 (2012) � the
Squire�s Perfect Three Card Reading (2012) � Aphorisms For Readers (EXTRA)

Included is a CD containing printable artwork.  A few different table signs for
cards, tea leaves or wax readings, small tea leaf handout card, a pitch book, a
couple explanatory illustrations, the instructions for making a little hoodoo dollie.
Please see website for testimonials on this incredible book!

$255

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/uholy-grail-larry-baukin-bk/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cold-reading-the-classic-book-of-techniques-martin-baukin/
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Top Sellers 2014
Scryer�s Vault

By Richard Webster
The reason it is called Scryer�s Vault is a about 60% of
the content from this book was written prior to Neal�s
ground breaking White and Black book. This content was
never released and in effect was locked away �in the vault.�

Forward by Richard Osterlind�Afterward by
Banachek. Scryer�s Vault�is the latest in the series
of the successful Scryer/Webster books featuring
exceptional routines and fine touches that will empower
you as a performer and a reader.  The key to memorable
encounters is �fine touches� and powerful routines.

Details from the book...Premonition Invisible Gifts, Svengali Automatic Writing,
Imaginary Sea Shells, Rose Blessing and Reading, Email Q&A, Answering Question
With A Rose, Scryer�s Astrological Sign, PK Touch Pateo, Two Color, Everyone
But One Felt Nothing, Scryer�s Key-R-rect Pateo, Hot Seat, Invisible Mystical
Ring, Six Box Fortune, Business Card Spirit Writing, The Hypnotized Stooge,
Random Cell Phone Description, Dying To Come Up, Whole Audience Invisible
Deck. Psychometry Outdone, Dressing Up The Stick Man, Crystal Magical Svengali,
Favorite Food, Cell Pendulum Pateo�Plus more!

$99

Beyond Real Minds
By Oliver Ferguson

Beyond Real Minds contains some of the signature
effects of a busy professional psychic entertainer.
When Oliver approached us to distribute his book�
we asked him to have faith in us�and allow us to
�vet� his contributions by sharing them �in confidence�
with several well respected and established mentalist
and readers.  While we have heard of Oliver before
and in fact he is a long time customer�we wanted to
make sure his contributions were solid. When you
have a customer that provides you with a product�
it�s hard to be totally objective for many reasons. These
effects have been be pre-reviewed by some of the
most recognized names in Mentalism and have passed

the test.

Included�Hellstromism, Triple Book Test, Imaginary Picture, My Only Card Trick
as well as several ideas for psychic readers, including The Greatest Opening Line
a reader can use with clients, The Clinging Technique and a system for giving 2-
minute numerology readings with nothing written down.  And�EVEN MORE!!!!

$95

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/beyond-real-minds-oliver-ferguson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-vault-richard-webster-bk/
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Exceptional Performers
Jarrow

�The Humorist
Trickster�

Life Of  A Vaudeville Headliner
By David Charvet

The story of one of the great magicians
and comedians of the vaudeville era.
Jarrow rose from obscurity in the
1890�s to international vaudeville
stardom, with an act of small tricks and

patter. For the first time, Jarrow�s full story is told, including
the full details of the act that made him famous, described by
Jarrow himself. Includes dozens of never-before-seen photos
of Jarrow in-performance. These photos and material lay
hidden for over 50 years and are revealed here for the first
time. See the rise and fall of vaudeville through the eyes of
one of its brightest stars. An innovative performer, Jarrow
set the stage for the explosion of close-up magic seen today.
Hardbound with 168 pages.  Nearly 200 photos.  A
phenomenal book that captures the rich history of vaudeville!
His Bill In Lemon Routine is still the best today!

$45

Magic From The Soul
By Rene Lavand

An icon in our world of magic for sure!  If you ever
were fortunate enough to witness a performance of
his, you will forever remember him!  His little balls in
the coffee cups is a miracle and no one can duplicate
his routine!  He would fool the pants off you!

He adds beauty to astonishment.  He brings drama to
a deck of cards.  Instead of performing with two

hands�he performs with one hand and his heart.  Magic From The Soul
examines the achievements of a truly great artist, Rene Lavand.  Rene�s unique
situation caused him to develop new methods and techniques, but simply mystifying
people was not enough.  He went on to create a performing style that lifts the
spirit and serves as an inspiration to one and all.  Here is the story of a man who
has earned the right to call magic an art.

Book is hardbound, with 228 pages and has a dust-jacket. (We were fortunate
enough to bring him to a Las Vegas Desert Magic Seminar years ago
and he pleased everyone in attendance!)

He Will Truly Be Missed!     $45

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jarrow-the-humorist-trickster-book-by-david-charvet/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-from-the-soul-by-rene-lavand-book/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Anytime Anywhere
Cups & Balls Book

Anytime Anywhere Cups & Balls is a BOOK
featuring Brian�s cups and balls routine that he has
worked on and honed for 15 years.   The cups &
balls is now as convenient as the chop cup!

It has many benefits over every other cups and balls
routine previously published that make it a worker.
There�s no complicated set up, all you need to do is
pick up the bag and go. You�re ready to perform
the whole routine in an instant. Obviously, previously
to this you had pockets full of final loads, working
balls, a wand, cups etc. and it also meant clothing
restrictions.

The BOOK teaches the routine, the psychology,
blocking, how to create and manipulate memory for greater impact, a new cups
and balls sleight, a new 3-ball production with no palming and the worlds cleanest
0 3 0 sequence.

Anytime, Anywhere Cups & Balls is the most practical cups & balls routine in the
world.  No Set Up.  No Body Loads.  No Pockets Used.  No Clothing Restrictions.
Packs Small, Plays Huge!  Self Contained.  Ready To Go Instantly.  New Universal
Sleight.

 $37

Anytime, Anywhere
Cups & Balls

This is a double DVD featuring Brian�s cups
and balls routine that has been worked on
and honed for 15 years.  It has many
benefits over every other cups & balls
routine previously published in that it there
is no complicated set up, all you need to do
is pick up the bag and go! You are ready to
do the routine in an instant!

This DVD teaches the routine, the
psychology, blocking, how to create and
manipulate memory for greater impact, a
new cups & balls sleight, a new 3-ball
production with no palming and the world�s
cleanest 0 3 0 sequence and much more.

Double DVD Only...$52

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/brian-watsons-anytime-anywhere-cups-balls-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/brian-watsons-anytime-anywhere-cups-balls-double-dvd/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Magical Empowerment Series...

3-Volume Series
Each one is created by a magician (with over 30 years in magic), for
magicians and with magicians unique needs in mind and utilizes the

inner resources of  your subconscious mind to create lasting, positive
changes, unlike many CD�s which simple rely on pure suggestion alone.

Unlike any other self-help CDs available!

Perfect Practice
This Volume is focusing on how to achieve �Perfect
Practice.�

For best results listen each morning for 28 days!
Do not list to this recording while driving or
operating machinery or doing anything else that
may require your attention.

CD Only...$23.50

Stage Fright
This Volume is focusing on how to achieve
overcoming �Stage Fright.� Whether we admit it
or not, we all experience it to some degree and if
we didn�t we wouldn�t be serious about our art.

For best results listen each morning for 28 days!
Do not list to this recording while driving or
operating machinery or doing anything else that
may require your attention.

CD Only...$23.50

Creativity Boost
This Volume is focusing on how to �boost� your
creativity!

For best results listen each morning for 28 days!
Do not list to this recording while driving or
operating machinery or doing anything else that
may require your attention.

CD Only...$23.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magical-empowerment-cd-creativity-boost-brian-watson-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magical-empowerment-cd-perfect-practice-brian-watson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magical-empowerment-cd-stage-fright-brian-watson-copy/
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Learning The Secrets
Wayne Rogers�
Consealment

A multi-purpose utility device for the mentalist and magician.
For the first time Consealment is now available to others in
this unique package. Use it to switch predictions, multiple
outs, change cards, read serial numbers, the ideal �clean up�
for packet card tricks. So many uses you are limited by your
imagination.  This DVD shares 12 effects and is a great starting
point to show you what can be done with this envelope. Ideal
for the complete beginner to the advanced

performer... Linking Paper Clips, Princess Card Trick, Serial Number Reading,
Book Test,  Bank Night, Diary Presage (performance only), Which Hand and
Signed Envelope and more!  COMES WITH: 10 gimmick envelopes, DVD�60
minutes of instructions and routines and ideas and 3) PDF file of original make-up
and design of envelope.

DVD & Gimmick...$35
David Snow�s

Lock Picking Declassified
This DVD reveals the technical and artistic details behind
various styles of lock manipulation. Through demonstrations
with see-through locks and step-by-step analysis.  Includes a
5-piece set of stainless steel lock picks and a high density
polymer credit card size carrying case for easy storage in
your wallet or purse.  Best of all each tool is explained with a
process that is broken down into easy to follow steps.  Sold
for �educational� and �entertainment� purposes only.

DVD & Lock Picks...$23

Rand Woodbury�s
Has To Be The Funniest!

This DVD is the first in a series that Woodbury refers to as
the TE series. �It�s actually teaching entertainment�,
Rand says.  It�s teaching through demonstration and then
explaining what�s actually happening behind the interactions;
which make it all work.  Rand doesn�t tell jokes and he doesn�t
have to... but he makes people laugh so hard that they cry!
His ability of interacting with audience members is remarkable.
It�s the difference between doing a trick or taking that same

effect and making it your own and making it so much more. Rand will try to
convey the wisdom behind his unique talent and success.  This is incredibly helpful
and vital information for any entertainer.  See website for complete description.

DVD Only...$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/consealment-by-wayne-rogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lock-picking-declassified-dvd-wpicks/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rand-woodbury-has-to-be-the-funniest-dvddocumentary/
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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